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The overall goal of the project was to increase beekeepers income through improved processing and packaging of qualitied honey and beeswax in Busunzu village of Kibondo District. This goal was a result of implementing a project titled ‘Development and improvement of processing and packaging of Honey and Beeswax. This project was formulated and implemented by beneficiaries following participatory community needs assessment exercise that was carried at Busunzu village. During CNA, three research questions were investigated; what are available existing skills for Developing and improving processing and packaging of Honey and Beeswax? What are skills needed and that should be put into action for quick development and improvement of processing and packaging of Honey and Beeswax for improved income earning? Both primary and secondary data were collected in line with the research questions. Quantitative data collected during household survey were analysed by using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences. CNA revealed that, 70% of respondents said that their need is to be trained on bee products processing where as 30% depicted that there need is to be trained on packaging of bee products. Various activities planned to achieve set objectives were implemented successfully. However, at the end of project duration, the goal of the project was realized positively as beekeepers are earning Tsh. 117,200/- per bucket that was sold at Tsh. 40,000/- in crude form before intervention, this is an income increase of 75%. The project is sustainable as beekeeping and market of bee products are continuing and positive impact was seen on money spending patterns in the villages for education, clothing, house repairs, constructions, food and project fits in the Tanzania policy to reduce poverty levels.
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1.0 PARTICIPATORY NEED ASSESSMENT
1.1 Background Information 
Beekeeping is the art and science of harnessing bee and plant resources for the production of bee products which includes honey, beeswax, propolis, royal jelly, bee venom, pollen, bee bread, live Bees and pollination services (Kihwele et al, 2001). Beekeeping in Tanzania is mainly conducted by local communities in rural areas. Beekeeping tends to be perceived as ‘a hobby’, or as ‘a side line activity’ (FAO, 2009). These descriptions may often be true, but a resilient livelihood one that keeps people out of poverty is one that has access to range of options (Brandbear, 2009). In this case, apiculture and related trades can be sources of valuable strength to countless numbers of rural people's livelihoods (FAO, 2009). 

Rather than just a ‘hobby’, beekeeping may be seen as an important occupation and part of rural life worldwide. In rural communities where access to income is limited, small scale beekeeping can contribute significantly to livelihood security (Mwakatobe, 2001). Beekeeping offers a great potential for development and is comparatively less demanding in terms of investment, labour and time (Nuesiri and Fombad, 2005). Beekeeping in Tanzania plays a major role in socio-economic development and environmental conservation (Kihwele et al, 2001). 

Moreover, it is a source of food (e.g. honey, pollen and brood), raw materials for various industries (e.g. beeswax candles, lubricants), medicine (honey, propolis, beeswax bee venom) and source of income for beekeepers (Kihwele, 1991). It is an important income generating activity with high potential for improving incomes, especially for communities living in rural areas close to forests. Beekeeping also plays a major role in improving biodiversity and increasing crop production through pollination (Mapolu, 2005). Despite the significance of beekeeping, Majority of beekeepers in Kibondo district especially in Busunzu village are practicing beekeeping at traditional ways that leads them to earn a very low income. Also, due to traditional ways of beekeeping, the other expected benefits are realized at a very low scale. 





Busunzu village is among of 45 villages available in the Kibondo District. The village is located at the southern part of the district along the high way to Kigoma from Kibondo town i.e 60 Kms from Kibondo town. The village is among of three villages of Busunzu ward in the Kifura division. Beekeepers in this villages are organized in various small groups including Vijana- Busunzu, Wazee-Busunzu and Mama na Nyuki Busunzu. Most of the groups in this village are dominated by men except that of Mama na Nyuki. Group membership ranges between 20 to 50. Mama na Nyuki is the community of concern in this research. Mama na Nyuki has 40 members whereas 30 are female and 10 are male, All members are resident of Busunzu villages being of Ha tribe. The group has 319 traditional beehives and annual production of 1,344kgs crude honey while applying traditions ways on beekeeping.

1.2.2	Kibondo District
Kibondo district is among of the district in which beekeeping is of great potential. This is due to the availability of Miombo woodland ecosystem. The prominent species being Terminallia species, Brachystegia species, Combretum sp, Julbernardia globiflora and Tamarindus indica. Farmland vegetation is also available especially in areas where crop cultivation is exercised. However, up hills are dominated with Eucalyptus and Gilvelis species plantations. Kibondo has an areas of 16,058 sq Kms of which two third is covered by Moyowosi/Kigosi game reserve being potential for Beekeeping. The population was 261,331 in the year 2012 i.e. 125,284 male and 136,047 female and the average household size is 5.0 (2012 Tanzania population and housing census report page 147). 

According to the District beekeeping sector, it is estimated that on 2012, the District had 1,522 beekeepers with 49,947 traditional beehives and only 242 modern hives, female were 355 and Male 1,167. The annual production of crude honey was 174.9 tonnes. Generally, Most of beekeeping activities are carried traditionally of which Indigenous knowledge and traditional tools (Log, Bark, Leeds, Pots and bamboos hives and other equipments) are used. Majority of beekeepers sell their honey unprocessed and unpacked at the local market. About 18 villages in Kibondo (including Busunzu), located along Moyowosi game reserve are mainly in Bee-keeping activities. Beeswax and honey are produced in a considerable amount and serve as the main source of income of Bee-keepers (District Planning sector report, 2012).

1.3	Community Need Assessment
1.3.2	Objectives of the Study
1.3.2.1	General Objectives
To assess the community needs for Developing and improving processing and packaging of Honey and Beeswax as a source of income earning activity for Mama na Nyuki group at Busunzu village in the Kibondo District.

1.3.2.2	 Specific Objectives
i.	To assess the existing skills on Development and improvement of processing and packaging of Honey and Beeswax.
ii.	To assess skills needed for quick development and improvement of processing and packaging of Honey and Beeswax for improved income earning.
iii.	To identify potential skills to be put into action for quick development and improvement of processing and packaging of Honey and Beeswax for improved income earning.

1.3.3	 Research Questions
i.	What are available existing skills for Developing and improving processing and packaging of Honey and Beeswax?
ii.	What are skills needed for quick development and improvement of processing and packaging of Honey and Beeswax for improved income earning?




Research design constitutes the mile stone for the collection, measurement and analysis of data. This study was descriptive in nature of which information were collected from respondents on their attitudes and opinions in relation to how beekeeping should be improved for beekeepers to earn more income compared to what they are earning now. However, a cross sectional design was adopted during data collection. This research design allowed data to be collected at a single point in time without repetitions. The design used minimum time and resources.

1.3.4.2 Sampling Techniques
Based on the nature of this study, simple random technique was employed to select sample beekeepers households within the village. The sampling unit in this study was the household. A household here was taken as the unit of analysis because it is where all decisions are primarily taken, a total of 20 households in the study villages were reached and interviewed. However, beekeepers from Mama na Nyuki group were of concern during household survey. This sample size was considered to be adequate because in-depth information particularly on beekeeping available skills, skills required improving beekeeping and to be put into action were captured through participatory approaches. Also Key informant interviews were undertaken with village government, village natural resources committee and beekeepers. These are individuals that were approached for their views on the beekeeping skills issues using a semi-structured list of questions.

1.3.4.3 Data Collection Methods
Both primary and secondary data were collected in line with the research questions. Primary data were collected from household interviews, focus group discussions and key informant interviews. All these techniques was widely used in order to allow cross checking of the information to be collected (triangulation). Furthermore, open and closed ended questionnaires were used to collect data from predetermined respondents during household survey. 

Secondary data were collected from different sources like reviewing relevant publications, journals and books, as well as unpublished literatures. The aim of secondary data was to check the relationship with the information provided from the community. Primary Data collection was preceded by a preliminary survey in order to be acquainted with the study area. During this pre-survey, 2-3 households in the Busunzu villages were randomly selected for pre-testing the questionnaires in order to check the reliability and validity of the questions. 

Questionnaire Administration: Semi structured questionnaire (Appendix 1) were administered to both male and female headed households and any other member of the family who is engaged in the beekeeping activity. Open and closed-ended questions were used to collect information from households. In the open-ended questions respondents provided their own views regarding the available beekeeping skills and those required to be opted for improving beekeeping. While for close-ended questions they had to choose among the designed alternatives.

Focus Group Discussion and Key Informant Interviews: Focused group in this study comprised both men and women of different age, education level and marital status who have greater knowledge on the issue that was discussed, especially those coming from mama na Nyuki beekeeping group. These key informants included village government leaders, village natural resource committees and beekeepers. The discussions was held in the village so as to acquire general information in line with the research questions using a checklist for guidance (Appendix 3).

1.3.4.4 Data Analysis Methods
Data collected through questionnaire was coded to facilitate data entry in the computer. Coding involved organization of data into categories of which each response was assigned a numerical code. The statistical analysis of data was undertaken by using the Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS). Descriptive statistics such us percentages of responses and frequencies was made. Also results were presented in various formats such as tables and charts, as well as narratives.
1.4	Community Needs Assessment Findings
Generally, according to interviewees’ (Two males and 18 Females-Table 1.1), It has been noted that members in Mama na Nyuki group are practicing beekeeping activities. Interviewed beekeepers revealed that beekeeping is an important economic activity to them (Table 1.2). Respondents said that ‘It is an important economic activities as it plays an important role on our income generation through selling harvested bee products, For example we are selling one bucket (28kgs) of crude honey without processing and packing at Tshs.40,000- 50,000/- depending on the time a beekeeper sells his/her honey’. 

Also respondents explained that ‘beekeeping is important to them as it provides income and products that are source of food as Honey, Brood and pollen are edible products’ (Figure 1.1). However, according to Wikipedia ‘Honey is a sweet food made by bees using nectar (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Nectar_%28plant%29" \o "Nectar (plant)​) from flowers, is the one most commonly referred to, as it is the type of honey collected by beekeepers (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Beekeeper" \o "Beekeeper​) and consumed by humans’ (Wikipedia: 28th May 2013). 

During discussion with focus group (Village natural resources committee), members outlined that ‘beekeepers in our village are earning income by selling crude honey (Unprocessed honey) that enables them to meet their daily needs, Due to this reality we have decided to demarcate a bee reserve specifically for beekeepers to keep their bees as one way of ensuring sustainability of the activity and conserving the environment’. However, natural resources committee concluded by saying that beekeeping is an important economic and environmental activity and they are advocating jobless youth in their villages to start beekeeping.





Source: Research Findings, 2014  
                                 
Table 1.2: Why Mama na Nyuki Group Members prefer being Beekeepers
Reasons	Frequency	Percent
Important economic activity	20	100.0
Source: Research Findings, 2014 


Figure 1.1: Economic Advantage of Beekeeping
Source: Research Findings, 2014  

1.4.2	Available Existing Skills on Development and Improvement of Processing and Packaging of Honey and Beeswax
In order to understand the existing skills on development and improvement of processing and packaging of honey and beeswax also beekeeping in general, Beekeepers (Interviewees’) were asked to tell whether they have been imparted with any beekeeping, processing and packaging knowledge. Those imparted were further requested to mention such skills that have been already imparted to them. Also they were asked to tell whether such skills was Indigenous, Traditional, Morden or of any other form according to their views. Furthermore, Interviewees were asked to identify types of equipments and tools they use and reveal whether are of Morden or traditional type.  

1.4.2.1	Respondents Imparted With Beekeeping, Processing and Packaging Skills
The results shows that 85% of respondents agreed that they have been imparted with only beekeeping skills for them to improve beekeeping practices and 15% of respondent said that they have not been imparted with any beekeeping, processing and packaging skills, Table 1.3.






Source: Research Findings, 2014 

1.4.2.2	 Types of Skills Imparted to Beekeepers
Out of Respondents being imparted with beekeeping skills, 47.1% were imparted with basic beekeeping skills, 35.3% with beehives sitting and 17.6% were imparted with skills on the use of protective gears (Figure 1.2). According to Gregory,2011, ‘Basic beekeeping skills  is designed to give people the basic information they need to start work as bee farmers within their environment where as  Advanced Beekeeping skills  covers more advanced management techniques and problem solving and offers some ideas about how to tackle them’. However according to Kiwhele et al 2001, ‘beehives sitting is the entire process entailing selection of suitable area for beekeeping, baiting the hive (putting some attractions) and placing it at a suitable place for bees to get in’. Therefore hive sitting is among of the basic skill one need to understand for starting beekeeping. 














Figure 1.2: Types of Skills Imparted to Beekeepers
Source: researcher findings, 2017
1.4.2.3	 Nature of Skills Being Applied by Beekeepers
According to their views, 100% of beekeepers still apply skills that are traditional in nature (Figure 1.3). Among of the reason provided as to why they still use traditional skills when conducting focus group discussion (Beekeepers group) was that,


















Figure 1.3: Nature of Skills Being Applied by Beekeepers of Mama Na Nyuki- Busunzu Village
Source: Research Findings, 2014


1.4.2.4	 Tools and Equipment
According to the analysis 100% of respondents revealed that, they use traditional beehives (Figure 1.4).  Traditional beehives include Log, Bark and Bamboo hives. Also during focus group discussion beekeepers said that ‘buckets, bee smoker and rope are also used. Beekeepers use bee smoker for easy beekeeping operations and quality maintenance of bee products’. According to Gregory, 2011, ‘a bee smoker produces smoke that leads bees to have less tendency of stinging’. Respondents explained that all of these equipment they are using are of tradition type. For example the bee smoker is that made of a bundle of sticks and hives are made by using bark, logs and bamboo materials (table 1.4)’.

Table 1.4: Equipment and Tools being used by Beekeepers
Equipment	Frequency	Percent
Beehives (Log, Bark, Bamboo)	20	100.0
Source: Research findings, 2014
                             	
Figure 1.4: One of the Members of Mama Na Nyuki Group Showing a Traditional Type (Bamboo Type) to Seif Salum- MCED Student-Left and Sited Bamboo Hives-Right
Source: Field Picture by Author, 2013 


1.4.3	Skills Needed For Quick Development and Improvement of Processing and Packaging of Honey and Beeswax as Source of Household Income Earning
In order to assess and understand skills required, respondents were asked to mention other skills needed to be imparted with, so as to develop and improve processing and packaging of bee products (honey & beeswax) for increasing their income earning. Respondents depicted that, 65% would like to be imparted with skills on bee products processing, 20% would prefer skills on packaging of bee products and 15% would prefer entrepreneurship skills (Table 1.5).








Source: Study Finding, 2014
During focus group discussion with beekeepers, beekeepers said that ‘they think they are getting loss as whenever buyers come and sell everything at once ( i.e. honey being mixed with beeswax) of which if they could separate the three products they could earn more income, therefore they need such skills that can enable separation of the products’. They further said that ‘Processing bee products is one way of being entrepreneurs’

Figure 1.5: Sample of Unprocessed Honey 
Source: Field Picture by Author, 2014

1.4.4	Identified Potential Skills 
In order to understand potential skills to be put into action for quick improvement and development of bee products (honey and beeswax) processing and packaging for better income earning, respondents were asked to mention among of the needed skills mentioned on 1.4.3 above, what they think should be the first to be opted and put into action by giving reasons, also they were asked to explain if they are ready to collaborate and implement their option and give reasons. 70% of the respondents opted skills on honey processing and 30% opted packaging of honey (Table 1.6). Respondents mentioned various reasons pertaining to their option as shown on table 1.7.  However, all respondents agreed to collaborate and implement their option as 85% respondents said they are sure of increasing their income (Table 1.8).






Source:  Author, 2014.












Table 1.8: Reasons of Respondents to Why They are Ready to Collaborate And Implement Their Options
Reasons	Frequency	Percent
New idea	3	15.0






Since only two skills needs were opted to be implemented at 1.4.4 above i.e. Honey processing and packaging, during focus group discussion, members agreed to prioritize all of the options. However, during discussions it was noted that packaging is the second stage after processing of honey and thus all of the two skills should be imparted to them and afterwards they would establish sustainable processing groups for them to sell honey while packed and labelled for improving their income. During focus group discussion beekeepers emphasized that such skills should be imparted by theoretical and practically training for them to be able to carry out the entire exercise. This priotized needs are also supported by various institution:
For example according to FAO:2013, ‘Even if someone knows exactly how to keep bees, the products he or she produces may not meet market demands and thus may not be able to provide a sufficient income. It is important to realize that the products have to be bought by others, one of the most important market demands is quality. A product has to be consistently good. It also has to be free of impurities and additives. 

It also has to look good’. Quick return, Low investment required, Increase Quantity, Improve Quality, Produce value additional and increase of better earning are some of reasons mentioned by respondents for them to priotize skills on processing and packaging of honey and beeswax through training both theoretically and practically. 
1.5 Conclusion
Generally, beekeeping value addition by processing and packaging of honey and beeswax is a social economic and environmental oriented activities for communities living in rural areas. Assessing the needs required for developing and improving processing and packaging of bee product (honey and beeswax) to beekeepers and entire community for increasing better income earning and improving livelihoods’ in general is of great important. It has been noted that beekeepers communities has significant skills needs of which if they are well dealt with could facilitate on improving their activity. However, according to this study processing and packaging of bee products are main skills that needed, which they must be worked out for improving beekeepers community living standards. Therefore, Mama na Nyuki community formulated and agreed to exercise a project titled ‘Development and improvement of processing and packaging of Honey and Beeswax’.








2.1 Background to Research Problem
This chapter presents the major concern of the Busunzu village community after prioritizations of all the needs that were identified. The assessment was conducted to a sample of representatives from Beekeepers of Mama na Nyuki group exercising beekeeping at Busunzu village, village government, village natural resources committee and other beekeepers. The findings revealed that lack of training to members on processing and packaging of honey has resulted into selling crude honey. 

Selling unprocessed honey has a lot of disadvantages to beekeepers, among of disadvantages includes loss of income due to the fact that tri-products are sold together. This tri-products includes liquid honey, honey juices and bees wax. Low quantity harvest is another disadvantage as beekeepers cannot invest into production due to low income they are getting, obviously the obtained low income will be utilized to meet some of the daily living expenses. Improvement of quality and safety assurances of honey is limited through selling unprocessed honey due to high chance of spoiling, rotening and fermenting. However, achievement of value addition concepts of bee products is difficult resulting to poor low income earning. 

Again, selling unprocessed honey does not ensure market outlet especially to the township areas where consumers prefers already processed honey being packed in small containers preferably of 0.25-7kgs and that of good quality looking. Big shops like supermarkets cannot buy, as prefer buying and selling readymade food and other stuffs for their customers. Therefore, all of this disadvantages they lead to a situation where income from beekeeping is low and contribution of the sector to District and Tanzania’s in general development remain limited. Therefore, this project focused on capacity building to Members of Mama na Nyuki group on processing and packaging of honey and beeswax.

2.2 Problem Statement
Historically, beekeepers in Kibondo including Mama na Nyuki group used and were selling crude honey. Processing and packaging of bee products specifically Honey and beeswax was not exercised by Mama na Nyuki group members, if exercised then it was at low scale and poorly done. Through selling unprocessed honey, they end up getting low income due to the fact that tri-products were sold together. Lack of skills on honey processing including entrepreneurship knowledges was among of the contributing factor towards selling crude honey. However, The District council through natural resources department has tried to impart skills to Beekeepers specifically on bee colony stocking and harvest. It has done very little on value addition of bee products to the extent that beekeepers still sell unprocessed honey to a large extent. Therefore, a need to join efforts for improving Beekeeping activity as a natural source of income to beekeepers and community by imparting skills on honey and beeswax processing is of great importance. 




This projects was on capacitating targeted beekeepers and other stakeholders with skills and knowledge by training on bee products processing and packaging specifically Honey and Beeswax. This capacitation aimed to improve value addition of bee products and enable the community to gain more income for their livelihoods from beekeeping related aspects. However, the project was a result of critical needs identified by Mama na Nyuki group during CNA.

2.3.1 Target Community
The project benefited beekeepers of Mama na Nyuki group living and exercising beekeeping at Busunzu village. Direct beneficiaries included more than 40 beekeepers operating in the area as well as their families. This beekeepers benefited by attending and getting the training concerning processing of honey and beeswax and in turn practice and put into action theoretical learning. At the end they were able to sell a quality processed and packed products. By so doing they accrued a high income than before the new practice. 

However, with this project secondary and tertially benefiters (indirect beneficiaries) included traders and exporters operating in the area, also shopkeepers and other businesses that are providing training and inputs such as overalls, gloves, buckets, sieve material’s, packaging equipment’s and materials. These beneficiaries sold their services to the consumers in this case beekeepers and by so doing they added some new product line and income. Indirect beneficiaries also included beekeepers from other groups in the villages (estimated to be 187) of which they benefited by learning bee products value addition from direct beneficiaries. Again, indirect beneficiaries also included the Kibondo District Council and the population of the District as whole. Kibondo District Council benefited as her people increased and still increasing income and improving their living standards also participating staffs improved their skills on bee products value additions ideas. 

2.3.2 Project Stakeholders
Other players towards implementation of this project were those organisations that support individual beekeepers, groups and Cooperatives in their activities. This include government agencies such as Tanzania Forestry services (TFS), TFS usually provides beekeeping training at low scale to all villages of Kibondo District involving in beekeeping. In this project TFS provided trainer that trained and learnt on the new innovations of honey and beeswax processing, TFS will take this skills to other villages depending with its capability. 

SIDO is another government agency stakeholder of the project that provided support on marketing training and availability of packaging equipment’s and labels. Through this support SIDO met its policy of supporting development of small industry in the country. Kibondo District Beekeepers association (UKI) is another key stakeholder that was involved in the project though currently not fully functioning by providing some of processing equipments. UKI members usually produce a high quantity of crude honey of which if processed members will earn a high income than selling crude honey, therefore UKI leaders will encourage participating members on high production and indirectly learn on the innovations of honey and beeswax processing and packaging.  OUT-MCED student leading this project was a key stakeholder as the project offers the chance to test and practice skills and techniques acquired during the course of study and assess the impact of development initiatives on poverty alleviation using Participatory Action Research at community level. These stakeholders were in the first place seen as partners in the execution of the project. However, the underlying assumption was their motivation and willing to participate in the project.

2.3.3 Project Goals in CED Terms
The overall goal of the project was to increase beekeepers income through improved processing and packaging of qualitied honey and beeswax in Busunzu village of Kibondo District. Before project intervention processing and packaging of bee products specifically Honey and beeswax was not exercised by Mama na Nyuki group members and other beekeepers in the Busunzu village, if exercised then it was at low scale and poorly done. Beekeepers were then earning low income which is not equivalent with the hassle their getting on beekeeping operations. Low income is a result of selling unprocessed honey due to the fact that tri-products are sold together. 

Lack of skills on honey processing including entrepreneurship knowledges was among of the contributing factor towards selling crude honey. Kibondo Beekeeping Department (2013) pointed clearly that, on selling one bucket of crude honey (28kgs) a beekeeper gets Tsh. 35,000-40,000/-, if processing could be done then beekeepers gains Tsh. 72,000/-, 8,000/- and 5,000/- from 12kgs of liquid honey, 1kg of beeswax and 1 bucket of honey juice respectively making a total of Tsh. 85,000/- from the same single bucket. 
The overall goal was met as the economic benefits of the intervention focuses on increase of income to beekeepers and other beneficiaries. However, the investment in value adding and improvement was based on the existing production system. Available and increase sales of processed honey and beeswax, continuation of processed honey and beeswax to secure good market price and increase of beneficiaries income to more than 30% from the base value signalled the achievements of this goal.

2.3.4 Project Objectives
In order to meet the project goal, the project concentrated to meet the following set of objectives.
i.	Enhance training on honey processing and packaging to 40 Beekeepers of Mama na Nyuki group by June 2014.
ii.	Training on beeswax processing and packaging to 40 Beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group enhanced by June 2014.
iii.	Skills and knowledge on quality improvement of processed honey and beeswax to 40 beekeepers of Mama na Nyuki group enhanced by June 2014  
iv.	Enhance capacity skills by training on business and market access of processed honey and beeswax to 40 beekeepers of Mama na Nyuki group by June 2014.

2.4 Host organisation Profile
Mama na Nyuki beekeeping group is one of the registered community based organization operating its activities at Busunzu village in Kibondo District. The group was established by women members in the year of 2002. It was formally registered as CBO with Kibondo District Council on 4th November 2013, its registration number is KDC/CBO/00111 (Appendix 2). At registration it has a total of 40 members of which 10 are male and 30 Female members, the group has 319 traditional beehives and annual production of 1,344kgs crude honey while applying traditions ways on beekeeping. The CBO is a non-political, non-denomination and profitable making organization specialized in beekeeping activities. These activities includes traditional hive making, Hive sitting, Harvesting and selling of honey.

2.4.1 Vision of the Organization
The organization vision is Cleary stated in the group managing constitution as ‘To be a strong group that dealing and solving poverty challenges  for attaining sustainable development by using natural surrounding resources’. From the statement, it’s clear that the group is living and exercising its vision as currently is using Forestry resources and bee resources through beekeeping to gain its income.

2.4.2 Mission of the Organization
The group mission is clearly stated in its constitution as ‘To implement activities by collaborating with various stakeholders in order to strengthen the group and alleviate income and asset poverty among members’. The group has positioned well with its mission as from time to time it has been collaborating with various stakeholders including District council and currently the group has agreed to work together with OUT-MCED student to implement this project.

2.4.3 Objective and Activities of the Organization
As depicted in her managing and operating constitution, the group activities are outlined basing on their objective stated as ‘To enhance a group member increase her income through improved beekeeping’. Group activities are as follows: To keep bees, to train community on beekeeping skills and to process, pack and sell bee products. The group is practically implementing her constitutions as it is dealing with the mentioned activities, group resources’ as mentioned and formulating a project on bee products processing proves the abiding to constitution.

2.4.4 Organizational structure 
The structure of Mama na Nyuki group is like any other CBOs in Tanzania, that is, it is composed of the Group general assembly as the superior body, the managing committee of 9 elected members. Underlying committee include Community Change Agents and loan; and Supervisory of which members are appointed by managing committee 

Figure 2.1:  Shows Organisation Structure of Mama na Nyuki Group
Source: Mama na Nyuki group constitution of 2012.
2.4.5 Organization SWOT Analysis
SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats) analysis was used to analyze internal strengths and weaknesses of an organization; the external opportunities and threats that it faces (Lecture notes, 2013). It helped the members to take a more balanced look at their organization. Identification of SWOTs is important because they can inform later steps in planning to achieve the objective (Wikipedia: 2014). The Table below shows SWOT analysis of Mama na Nyuki group.
Table 2.1: SWOT Analysis for Mama na Nyuki Group Performance
Internal Factors
Strengths:Beekeeping is a traditional activityGood reputation in the communityHeterogeneous members(all men and women);Experienced Behavioural Change Agents;Committed leaders and members;Strong linkages with Government Institutions in the District	Weaknesses:Lack of honey and beeswax processing skills among members;Unskilled staffLow managerial and financial capacityLack of bee products value addition innovations.Lack of honey and beeswax processing technologyWeak product advertising mechanism
External Factors
Opportunities:Good geographical customer location;Beekeeping is now known commercial activityConsumer increase of processed honey and bees waxAvailable trainers on Value additionBeekeeping National policy 1998;	Threats:Misreading trends in honey and bees wax MarketCompetition from Other CBOs
Source: Study Findings, (2014)

2.4.6 MCED Student Roles in the Project
For successful implementation of the project, MCED student had the following roles:
i.	Making sure the project activities are implemented as planned.
ii.	Organizing and facilitating trainee as per plan
iii.	Making sure that record in every meeting is correctly presented.
iv.	Supervising and monitoring project activities by collaborating with group managing committee and other stakeholders.
v.	Preparing and presenting progress report of the project in the evaluation meetings and
vi.	Any other assignment as given by the organization.

2.4.7 Host Organisation Roles in the Project
For effective implementation of the project, host organization had the following roles:
i.	Ensure members are attending in various planned training session
ii.	Provide materials’ required for training such as crude honey, buckets and water
iii.	Provide training and working premises
iv.	Ensure project plan is followed and respected
v.	Conduct meeting and present project progression
vi.	Ensure effective participation on monitoring and evaluation of the project





This chapter covers the review of the literature that is useful for the study. It also brings some concepts that guided researcher in doing this research.The literature review is categorized into theoretical; empirical and policy literature review. In theoretical review there are definitions of ideas given by different authors as regards to Beekeeping and processing of bee products specifically honey and bees wax. Empirical literature review provides literature on previous studies related to this project in the same locality. Whereas, policy review analyses a number of policies related to interventions that will be effective on value addition of bee products by processing honey and bees wax. Also, policy review provides the framework for strengthening the capacity of the sectors involved in beekeeping and processing of honey and bees wax.

3.2 Theoretical Literature
Apiculture or beekeeping is a large area of study and application by itself. It is a huge field of agriculture and has been practised by man since primitive age. The term apiculture defined by FAO (2003) is “the science and art of bees and beekeeping”, which uses bees as micro-manipulators to harvest plant foods from environmental resources that would otherwise be wasted (FAO, 1986). According to FAO (1987) not all plant species are equally good for beekeeping. Some supply both nectar and pollen abundantly when in bloom and these are often called honey plants, because they are best suited for honey production. Plants producing nectar but little or no pollen are also considered to be honey plants (Ahmad, 1993). In Tanzania beekeeping deals with management of bees and processing of bee products mostly honey and bees wax from natural forests, plantation or other habitats. Honey and beeswax processing is the action of separating liquid honey and pure beeswax from crude harvested honey.

3.2.1 Honey Processing
 Kiwhele et al 2001 defines Honey processing as the action of preparing honey to improve its shelf life and meet the customer’s and consumer’s preferences. The general definition of honey is that it "is the natural sweet substance produced by honeybees from the nectar of blossoms or from the secretion of living parts of plants or excretions of plant sucking insects on the living parts of plants, which honey bees collect, transform and combine with specific substances of their own, store and leave in the honey comb to mature" (Codex Alimentarius 1989). Sugars account for 95-99 per cent of honey dry matter and 85-95 per cent of these are the simple sugars fructose and glucose (Krell 1996). Water is the second most important constituent but must be less than 18 per cent of the whole if honey is to be stored without risk of fermentation. 

Minerals are present in very small quantities as are nitrogenous compounds amongst which are the enzymes that originate from the saliva of the worker bees. Honey was the only source of concentrated sugar available to people for thousands of years. It is now considered that honey facilitates better physical performance, reduces fatigue, promotes higher mental efficiency, improves food assimilation, is useful for chronic and infective intestinal problems and acts as a remedy for colds and mouth, throat and bronchial irritations. Honey is used in moisturizing and nourishing cosmetic creams and in pharmaceutical preparations that are applied directly to open wounds, sores, ulcers and burns as well as being useful for assisting tissue (re)generation and reduction of scars due to various types of wounds. These results are realised only when harvested honey is carefully processed while observing its quality and standards (Krell 1996).

Honey, as the major product of beekeeping after the wax is spun off, is most commonly consumed in its unprocessed or natural state in the developed countries. In Africa, in contrast, its main use is for making beer as indeed it was in the past in Europe (honey beer is known as 'mead' in English). When it is sold it is usually in the form of "comb honey" (that is, not spun off the combs but used together with them) although increasingly there is a local market for pure honey sold in modern packaging (Wilson, 2006). There are good internal and external markets for natural honey, international demand greatly exceeds supply as it is not only a food but also has therapeutic properties. For example, according to FAO, 2005; in 2004 estimated world production of honey was higher than the medium term average at 1.38 million MT. 

Beeswax production was also higher at 60 153 but World demand for these products is substantially in excess of these amounts and is likely to increase even further.  Value could be added through processing, packaging, labelling and by the use of a range of different presentations. Most added value for African honey is likely to arise in the future from supplying niche markets both locally and internationally that will highly favour involved beekeepers and other stakeholders along the chain as African honey can be considered as mainly "organic" (Wilson, 2006). There are substantial opportunities on the world market especially Value can be added to honey in a variety of ways but additional and perhaps better opportunities for further added value from the keeping of bees will arise from the use of other hive products. In Africa wax, except perhaps in Ethiopia where it is much in demand for the making of votive candles  has been very much a by-product of honey production but is a valuable product in itself and other (and often highly valuable) possible outputs have rarely been considered. 

Honey should be processed as soon as possible after removal from the hive. Honey processing is a sticky operation, in which time and patience are required to achieve the best results. Careful protection against contamination by ants and flying insects is needed at all stages of processing. According to Practical action October 2014, it is important to remember that: Honey is a food and it must therefore be handled hygienically, and all equipment must be perfectly clean. Honey is hygroscopic and will absorb moisture, therefore all honey processing equipment must be perfectly dry. Too much water in honey causes it to ferment and the presence of any other contaminations (e.g. particles of wax, bees, splinters of wood, dust) make the honey of very low value. 

There are various methods for honey processing at local set up, According to Kiwhele et al 2001, FAO: 2014, the appropriate way of honey value addition at rural communities is that of deploying simple technology with a low cost investment. Sophisticated technology requires highly infrastructure and power development of which it is difficult to find at the rural village level.  Beekeeping in Tanzania, 2001 identifies two honey processing common methods preferred at village level. These methods includes; Pressing methods where by honey straining with the use of honey press (Figure 3.1)  is applied on large or small scale honey production. When straining honey with honey press the beekeeper or operator should do the following:
i.	Put the straining bag into the honey press
ii.	Break combs of honey into small pieces and put them into the straining bag
iii.	Close the honey press and press combs with the use of either the screw-type or jack type honey press
iv.	Collect the strained honey in the plastic container that is placed under honey press opening
v.	Leave the strained honey to settle and allow beeswax particles to float on top
vi.	Skim off floating beeswax particles in order to obtain clean honey to be packed for marketing or home consumption.

Figure 3.1: Honey Press
Source: Kiwhele et al 2001

The second method which is again agreed by majority of authors is the use of filtration/settling tanks. A filter or settling tank is made up of two plastic or stained steel tanks, one tank put on top of the other (Figure 3.2). The bottom of the top tank and the top of the bottom tank are perforated with numerous holes, while the bottom tank is provided with a gate valve on the side of the bottom for drainage of honey. The beekeeper or operator should:
i.	Break the honey comb into small pieces and crush them in the tank using a piece of wood (like mwiko in Kiswahili)
ii.	Put the tank with perforated bottom on top of the one with gate valve
iii.	Put crushed combs into the top tank so that honey drips to the bottom tank through the training mesh (30- mesh per cm) then through the perforations of the upper tank to the bottom tank
iv.	Allow strained honey to drain into the settling plastic container by opening the gate valve of the bottom 
v.	Leave the strained honey to settle for a day or two depending on the temperature to allow beeswax particles to float on top of honey
vi.	Skim off floating beeswax particles in order to obtain clean honey to be packed for marketing or home consumption.


Figure 3.2: Settling tanks process
Source: Kiwhele et al 2001)
3.2.2 Beeswax Processing
Beeswax is defined as true wax, secreted by wax glands of the genera Apis, Trigona and Melipona. It is synthesized from reducing sugars of alimentary origin. It consist of hydrocarbons, straight chain monohydric alcohols, diols, acids etc. (Kiwhele et al 2001). Pure beeswax of Apis mellifera has a specific gravity of 0.95, an agreeable honey-like odour and a faint characteristics taste. It melts at a temperature of 62oC to 66oC, its insoluble in water and its colour is white to yellow. About 8.8kg – 10kg of a mixture of honey and pollen is consumed by worker bees to produce 1kg of beeswax.

According to Beekeeping in Tanzania, 2001, the use of beeswax in households and industry are many. They include cosmetic industry, candle making, beekeeping industry in the form of comb foundation and baiting, pharmaceutical such as ointments, dentistry in impression wax and base plate wax. It is used as an ingredient in the manufacturing of textiles, polishes for floors, leather furniture and telescopic lenses, also used as an ingredient in the composition of adhesive and chewing gum. Kiwhele et al 2001 explain wax processing as an action that involves the removal of honey and pollen from the combs and cleaning or rendering the combs with the aid of heat to remove dirt, soil, cocoons and other undefined impurities. 

Both Kiwhele et al 2001, Wilson 2006 and FAO,2014 determines that, Tanganyika beeswax extraction method (Figure 3.3)  is more accuracy and fits well in the context of rural societies despite the existence of other methods like Solar wax extractor and stone immersive wax extraction methods. FAO, 2014 emphasis more that, Tanganyika methods is less expensive, simple, safe and uses locally available materials’. However, Kiwhele et al, 2001, depicted that, to extract beeswax using Tanganyika method the beekeeper or operator should:
i.	Wash the left combs after honey processing
ii.	Soak pieces of combs and capping in equal volumes of water for at least 4 to 5 hours
iii.	Heat the mixture in an aluminium pot to a boiling point with constant stirring, the mixture should not over boil
iv.	Strain the hot mixture through a rag strainer into wax moulds; enamel, aluminium or plastic containers. The strainer is squeezed with two sticks
v.	Cool the water-wax mixture in the mould for 2 or 3 hours, the mould should be covered to avoid dust
vi.	Remove the beeswax cake and scrap off any dirt seen on the surface and especially at the bottom ready for packing and marketing. However, you can refine the beeswax by breaking the cake, mix with water and indirect heat, then strain through a cotton cloth.


Figure 3.3: Tanganyika Beeswax Extraction Method
Source: Kiwhele et al 2001
Generally, when apiculture forms part of people’s livelihood strategies there are various possible outcomes. Some of these outcomes will include income and material goods, but also non-material outcomes such as well-being and contentment (Ngaga et al, 2005). Honey is a traditional medicine or food in nearly all societies and whether sold in a simple way at village level or packaged more sophisticatedly, honey generates income and can create livelihoods for several sectors within a society (Mapolu, 2005). Beeswax is also a valuable product from beekeeping, although in some places its value is not appreciated. Industrialized countries are net importers of beeswax, and the supply comes from developing countries (Kihwele et al, 1999). 

The beekeepers and other people in a community can create further assets by using honey and beeswax to make secondary products, such as candles, beauty creams or beer. Selling a secondary product brings a far better return for the producer than selling the raw commodity. Another crucial livelihood outcome is where, through strengthening people's livelihoods, beekeeping has managed to help a family become less vulnerable, strengthening their ability to look into the future, and reducing the chance that they will slip into poverty if a member of the family becomes ill or if a season is bad for farming or other activities (Brandbear, 2009). 

In addition to their financial value, honey and beeswax have many cultural values and form part of ceremonies for birth, marriages, funerals, Christmas and other religious celebrations in many societies. Beekeepers are generally respected for their craft. All of these aspects are Livelihood outcomes from the activity of beekeeping. While some may be difficult or impossible to quantify, they are real outcomes that strengthen people’s livelihoods and therefore should be acknowledged by a beekeeping intervention.

3.3 Empirical Literature
According to Kumar (2010), beekeeping has potential to improve economic, social and health status of rural people if theoretical and practical training will be well conducted. These training could be designed after learning from ongoing and previous related interventions. In the year 2007, Belgium Technical Cooperation in collaboration with Ministry of Natural Resources and Tourism identified and introduced a beekeeping project titled "The Development and Improvement of Processing, Packaging and Marketing of Honey, Beeswax and Other Bee Products in Tanzania" which was a bilateral intervention under the General Agreement for Development Cooperation between the Kingdom of Belgium and the United Republic of Tanzania. 

The project aimed to enhance the contribution of the beekeeping sector to the sustainable development of Tanzania. It specifically increases the income of beekeepers and traders of bee products through improved commercialization of quality bee products in Kigoma, Kibondo and Rufiji Districts. The duration of the project was 3 years (Project Document, 2006). Under performance contributing constraints was the result of this project. Some of the constraints depicted at that time included, inadequate harvesting techniques, the lack of quality standards, the lack of skills and knowledge in quality control, poor or lack of packaging of bee products among smallholders, poor marketing skills and weak management and organizational capacities among beekeepers. According to the project document 2006, 	In Kibondo District the project concentrated its activities Kibondo, Kasanda and Kakonko Divisions. Mabamba and Kifura Division where Busunzu villages come from were not first priority. 

In order to achieve its goals, the project mainly focused on conducting training concerning Optimise input and production systems; Improve harvesting and collection systems, the two areas were successful. However, innovation of processing and storage systems and transformation of marketing systems did not succeed to a satisfactory level as up to year 2011, only one Beekeepers Cooperative society at Kibondo town managed to process and pack at a small scale. The processing and packaging facilitation could not reach rural areas where small holders’ beekeepers live and exercise their beekeeping activities.

Another beekeeping project was implemented by Word vision (Kasulu District Office). World Vision was implementing a Beekeeping Project to the People of  Kasulu District, The villges concerned included Makere, Nkanda and Mvugwe which is very close (20kms) with Busunzu village where Mama na Nyuki group exercise their duties, It was a three years project that ended in  year of 2011. World Vision is a non-profit and a faith based organization. It was working in the community in partnership with NGOs, government and other faith based organization. World Vision works in the areas where people are vulnerable to absolute poverty, example in areas where people are practicing under- developed agricultural practices. The aim is to identify those groups of people and expose them to developed agriculture or income generating activities. World Vision decide to implement the beekeeping project which is now helping the community after selling their products, to cater their basic needs and perform development issues. They can now access loan and do the repayments, send pupils to school and support other family activities.  

What World Vision did was to form community group of at least 20 individuals in each village which can be manageable and make easy understanding between members of the groups. Then World Vision conduct training concerning box hive making, hive siting and harvesting of bee products especially honey. The main concern of the project was to increase crude honey harvest and ensure availability of box hives into beekeepers environment. According to World Vision report of 2011, the project shown a significant achievements as those IGA groups have started selling their products and so change their life situations. However, the project did not go further on value addition of the harvested products.

Internationally, on 2007 Government of Pakistan through her Small and Medium Enterprise Development Authority (SMEDA) conducted a visibility study and introduced the project of ‘honey production, processing, packaging and marketing’ (SMEDA Report, 2007).  According to SMEDA report, the project of honey production, processing, packaging and marketing envisages the farming of honeybees, extraction of honey, it’s processing in the factory, followed by packaging and then distribution or supply to the consumer market. The proposed business started with 600 beehives initially, however, within a few months it reached around 1500 hives which were settled in Punjab where wild plantation or crop farming is common. Once the hive was ready and filled with honey, it was extracted using prevalent extraction techniques and stored in large plastic drums. Processing and packaging were performed in the production facility while Quality Testing was outsourced to third party. In the end, packaged honey of different grades was supplied to the local market through distributors ranging from small beekeepers, processors and medium entrepreneurs. Pakistan government aimed through this project to improve the livelihoods’ of people especially living in rural areas. The government believed that ‘The production, processing and value addition of bee products and its by-products would supplement the income of beekeepers’.

Both Beekeeping project implemented by Belgium Technical Cooperation in Kibondo and World division Tanzania did not add value on bee products especially to communities of rural areas like Beekeepers of Busunzu village. Therefore, an intervention that will add value on their bee products through processing and packaging of honey and bees wax is inevitable. However, main lesson learned from previous intervention is that, promotion of production increase should go hand in hand with addressing product quality, value addition and marketing issues. Also, introduction of new technologies should be economically sound.

3.4 Policy Literature
3.4.1 General Development Framework
Tanzania Development Vision (TDV) 2025 foresees that by the year 2025 Tanzania should have created a strong diversified, resilient and competitive economy that can effectively cope with challenges of development and that can also easily and confidently adapt to changing market and technological conditions in the regional and global economy. One of the five targets to be attained by 2025 is high quality livelihood.  To achieve the TDV 2025 The Government launched the National Strategy for Growth and Poverty Reduction (NSGRP) commonly known as MKUKUTA by focusing on Poverty reduction through enhanced economic growth. The MKUKUTA, as the nation’s overarching economic policy and poverty reduction strategy for the past five years, recognizes the centrality of natural resource management and good governance for attaining more effective development policies. The MKUKUTA highlights the significance of natural resource management to poverty reduction and economic growth efforts in Tanzania.  

MKUKUTA emphasizes improving the linkages between macro-economic drivers of growth and rural livelihoods at the micro-level. The MKUKUTA has a number of important targets and strategies relating to improving local community benefits and income from natural resources as a way of implementing these general principles. In MKUKUTA Cluster I, there are at least 15 targets directly related to environmental conservation and natural resources aiming to support sustainable growth. The target most related to beekeeping include reduced negative impacts on environment and livelihoods; reduced land degradation and loss of biodiversity; increased sustainable off-farm income generating activities; and increased contribution from natural resources and environment to incomes of rural communities.

3.4.2 National Sector Policy
National Beekeeping Policy of 1998 (NBP) is the main guiding document of this foreseen project. The overall goal of NBP is to ‘enhance the contribution of the beekeeping sector to the sustainable development of Tanzania and the conservation and management of the natural resources for the benefit of present and future generation’ (URT, 1998). However, NBP has six development sector objectives (Appendix 4). NBP was implemented through the National Beekeeping Programme of 2001-2010. This National Beekeeping Programme (NBKP) consist of three main implementation programme under which in total seven sub-programmes are defined. 

The foreseen intervention identified by beneficiaries as ‘Development and improvement of processing and packaging of Honey and Beeswax’ fits under the sub Programme ‘Improvement of quantity and quality of bee products’. The envisaged intervention is therefore well embedded in NBKP and can make a significant impact in poverty reduction. More specifically the Beekeeping act (No.15 of 2002) provides legal frameworks for the management of bee products and beekeeping sector in general. Another national policies relevant and supporting beekeeping intervention includes:

National Forest policy, 1998, Wildlife policy of Tanzania, 1998 and National land policy, 1995, all of these policies ensures the sustainable availability of beekeeping areas and protection of bee and its associated resources. However, National trade policy, 2003 provides enable environment and supports the sustainable development of bee various trades done by small and medium entrepreneurs’.  Also Tanzania bureau of standards policy provides general bee products quality standards frameworks that has to be met by producers, processors and traders. 

3.4.4 International Organizations Policy
3.4.4.1 ApiTrade Africa
ApiTrade Africa Company Limited is an international organization that deals with the improvement of beekeeping sector in Africa. It was legally registered in Uganda in July 2008 as a company limited by guarantee, not-for-profit. It operates under the name ‘ApiTrade Africa’, depicting its specialisation in developing trade in bee products from Africa. It is a membership organization that promotes market development, and is responsive to the need to create strategic pro-African investments in the sector across the Africa continent. ApiTrade Africa has a 7-man Board of Directors composed of representatives of bee farmers, honey processors/ exporters, civil society and government departments, drawn from Uganda, Kenya, United Kingdom, Ethiopia and Tanzania. The Board is responsible for setting policies governing the management of the organization as well as setting the strategic vision and direction of the organization. The formation of ApiTrade Africa was motivated by three factors; 
i.	The realization that Africa is poorly represented on global issues that affect the honey sector
ii.	Poor coordination of the honey sector in Africa 
iii.	African producers are most affected by market access conditions 
Vision: A well-coordinated Apiculture sector in Africa
Mission: To promote trade in African bee products by coordinating marketing initiatives.
Objectives: To promote African bee products in the market
i.	To promote the growth and supply of quality bee products from Africa
ii.	To enable the improvement of access of up to date trade related apiculture information
iii.	To promote enhanced coordination of the apiculture sector across all countries in Africa
iv.	To lobby and advocate for a competitive apiculture sector in Africa

Policy: ApiTrade Africa policy is to offers services that enable apiculture industry in Africa address its challenges while taking advantage of the ever-increasing trade opportunities. Its services policy is structured to meet the needs of her members, and the needs of the industry as a whole. ApiTrade Africa policies emphasises to work in partnership with subscribed members, government departments, non-governmental agencies, producer organizations and international organizations so as to meet organisation set objectives. 

3.4.4.2 Bees for Development
Bees for development is an international organization that works worldwide, assisting beekeepers in every continent. The organization is based in the United Kingdom. Bees for development work to assist people in developing countries by providing information and advice about Apiculture. For example on 2007, the organization provided Tanzania (Ministry of Natural Resources and Tourism) with a number of beekeeping user manual and posters concerning; Bee pollination and 10 good reasons for beekeeping (Bees for development: 2014). 

Bees for development believes that Apiculture is a feasible way to help people to work their way out of poverty, while at the same time maintaining natural biodiversity. These people usually has little access to beekeeping information. Bees for development policy is to provide information on how to look after bees, harvest from them and process bee products in sustainable ways. Also its policies focus on using indigenous species where possible and build on traditional techniques to find methods that work according to resource available (Bees for development website: 2014).

3.4.4.3 Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)
FAO is among of the United Nations organization that generally deals with the improvement of food availability and Agricultural development (FAO, 2009). Beekeeping is among of the sector under agricultural development. FAO confers that ‘Beekeeping sector has a great potential of contributing to poverty reduction through income generation to the beekeepers and to the government as a whole by creating employment to the community and improving biodiversity’ (FAO, 2016). FAO beekeeping policy analysis that ‘Achievement of beekeeping production potential is limited by inadequacy of reliable market information on supply; demand and market prices for bee products; inappropriate methods of harvesting, processing skills and packaging materials for honey and beeswax; weak capacity in management and organization of beekeepers cooperatives and inadequate use of appropriate production techniques of bee products’ (FAO, 2016). 

Furthermore, FAO beekeeping policy objective is to contribute greatly to strengthen skills and knowledge of modern appropriate technologies for beekeeping. FAO believes that, this will enhance the contribution of the beekeeping sector to better livelihoods, poverty reduction and sustainable natural resources management (FAO, 2016). For example in 2016, FAO has assisted Tanzania to develop a beekeeping user guide that comprises all aspects of beekeeping.
3.5 Literature Review Summary
Generally, it has been revealed that, beekeeping is an important livelihood strategy with very high potential for improving income, especially for communities living in rural areas close to forests and woodlands. Various authors has depicted that, beekeeping is an economic, socio and environmental activity that also conserve natural resources and biodiversity in general. Various institutions has managed to introduce some of the beekeeping projects with an objective of improving beekeeping performance for better livelihoods. Again, various national policies and international organizations policies identifies beekeeping as crucial activity for creating better livelihoods’, poverty alleviation, natural resources and biodiversity conservation. 







This chapter explains both original plan and the actual implementation of the project activities. It also linked the findings from the literature review and needs assessment conducted in Mama na Nyuki beekeeping group. Implementation of planned activities was expected to be done within twelve months, its output and outcome skills will continue on sustainable manner for the achievements of project objectives and improvement of beekeeping with its bee products in general. 

After identifying the community needs of Mama na Nyuki beekeeping group, some set of activities were implemented. These activities includes training on quality honey and beeswax straining and extraction methods; Training on honey and beeswax packaging; Training on honey and beeswax quality assurance ; Training on business plan formulation, promotion and advertising technics for easy market access.  Implemented activities were jointly designed and developed by MCED project student and group members as part of project implementation process.

4.2 Project Products and Outputs
Project products and out puts were set based on the project objectives with their respective activities as detailed below:
a.	Enhance training on honey processing and packaging to 40 Beekeepers of Mama na Nyuki group by June 2014.

Products and Outputs
i.	 Honey processing and packaging training manual developed
ii.	40 beekeepers trained on quality honey processing and packaging skills
iii.	Processed and packed honey for selling

b.	Training on beeswax processing and packaging to 40 Beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group enhanced by June 2014.
Products and outputs
i.	Beeswax processing and packaging training manual developed
ii.	40 beekeepers trained on quality beeswax processing and packaging skills
iii.	Processed and packed beeswax for selling

c.	Skills and knowledge on quality improvement of processed honey and beeswax to 40 beekeepers of Mama na Nyuki group enhanced by June 2014 

Products and Outputs
i.	Honey and beeswax quality improvement training manual developed
ii.	40 beekeepers trained on honey and beeswax quality improvement
iii.	Quality honey available on the market
d.	Enhance capacity skills by training on business and market access of processed honey and beeswax to 40 beekeepers of Mama na Nyuki group by June 2014.
Products and outputs
i.	Business and market access training manual developed
ii.	Processed honey and beeswax promoted, advertised and available on market

4.3 Project Planning
In order to ensure proper and effective project implementation, an action plan was put in place indicating the activities to be carried out with respect to objectives, the required resources and costing, delivering time frame and responsible person on each activity.
 
4.3.1 Project Implementation Plan
In the hall course of project implementation, the OUT MCED Student was known as facilitator in the whole process and a trainer in some of activities. A list of activities needed to accomplish each objective including people responsible, timeframes, and resource requirements was prepared as presented at appendix five

4.3.2 Project Inputs
Project inputs included both local and industrial materials as provided in table 4.1. All inputs were made available for the good implementation of the project activities.

Table 4.1: Project inputs required   
SN	Input	Unit measure	Quantity	Unit cost	Total costs
1	Training manuals	 set	3	400,000/-	1,200,000/-
2	Stationeries (Flip charts, Marker Pens, Masking tapes and Writing Pads)	 set	4	135,500/-	542,000/-
3	Laptop	 Pc	1	800,000/-	800,000/-
4	Projector and Screen (Hiring)	 days	40	20,000/-	800,000/-
5	Generator 	 Pc	1	350,000/-	350,000/-
6	Fuel for Generator and transport	 Litres	500	2,000/-	1,000,000/-








15	Crude honey (To be provided by group)	Buckets	4	40,000/-	160,000/-
16	Consumable materials	set	1	150,000/-	150,000/-
	TOTAL				7,037,000/-
Source: Author’s Findings (2014)
4.3.3 Staffing Pattern
Table 4.2: Project Staffing Pattern
Staff required	Job description	Position	Training needs	Remarks
Project Coordinator	-Responsible for day-to-day implementation of planned project activities.-Responsible for report preparation and presentation-Responsible to conduct training related to bee products processing, packaging, labelling and quality assurance.	Project Team leader	Nil	MCED student was a Project coordinator
Trade Officer	-Responsible for conducting training related to business, trade and marketing aspects	Trainer	Nil	One staff to be made available by KDC/SIDO
Group chairperson	Responsible for mobilizing, managing group and ensuring attendance of group members	Group leader	Nil	From the group
Group secretary	Responsible for coordinating, recording all project activities at group level	Group supervisor	Nil	From the group
Community Dev Officer	-Responsible for training group sustainability	Trainer	Nil	One staff to be made available by KDC
Source: Study Findings, (2014)


The successful and realization of project objectives depends on how planned project activities are implemented. Therefore, competent and responsible staffs were required to be in place for project implementation. A staffing plan with position responsibility, staff job descriptions and staff training needs was prepared as depicted under table 4.2. However, supervisory roles and coaching was vested to all stakeholders including MCED student, Group members and trainers during the course of activity implementation.

4.3.4 Project Budget
The budget presented here was for conducting all planned project activities. This budget was contributed by various stakeholders including MCED student who availed all of industrial required materials, the community through village government contributed a training hall and its working vicinity, Mama na Nyuki beekeeping group which is referred as target community made availability of all local available materials such as crude honey, steering wood and refreshments. 

The Kibondo District council (KDC) contributed working materials including projector and her staffs as this project helped to meet her objective of having a community with improved quality livelihoods. Therefore, there was no cost incurred for salary payments. The community contribution via village government was 16.5% of the total cost and District council projector facilities and fuel was 16.1%, other remained cost was born by OUT-MCED student through collecting contributions from various stakeholders including Beekeeping, Community development, Tanzania forestry services Departments.  Detailed budget of the project is shown under appendix 6.

4.4 Project Implementation
The project implementation involved the following main activities, first was to conduct the CNA exercise and from the CNA findings, other activities were developed which were  training members on quality honey and beeswax straining and extraction methods also its packaging; Training on honey and beeswax quality assurance ; Training on business plan formulation, promotion and advertising technics for easy market access. Training of members was done on phases according to the work plan; Monitoring, Supervision and Evaluation of the project were done as well. The steps used in the actual implementation of the project were as follows:

4.3.1 Project Implementation Report
The project was implemented as planned starting with the CNA exercise up to monitoring whereas the first evaluation of the project was conducted on June 2014. The leaders of Mama na Nyuki group certified implementation of the Community Needs Assessment (CNA) exercise and later on they agreed that, the proposed project should be implemented for the benefit of the group since it aims at improving their livelihoods’ and community in general. 

The planned activities included conducting a participatory CNA whereby stakeholders such Community Development Officer, Beekeeping Officers - TFS, OUT-MCED student, village government and group members were involved. The CNA exercise was conducted successfully and the CNA report was presented to group relevant meetings and finally it was agreed that the project can be executed and group members, village government committed their participation fully.  

The project was planned based on the findings whereby a range of needs were expressed but training was ranked first. After the CNA, set activities were implemented in series as follows: training members on quality honey and beeswax straining and extraction methods also its packaging; Training on honey and beeswax quality assurance; Training on business plan formulation, promotion and advertising techniques for easy market access. All these activities were executed successfully by competent employed staffs by Kibondo District Council and SIDO whereby all 40 group members attended each training. KDC staffs included Beekeeping Officer who was engaged on bee products processing, packaging and quality aspects. Trade Officers who was conducting training related to business, trade and marketing aspects. Community development officer was engaged on coaching and providing mentoring support on proper group functioning and coordination. 

However, Marketing and trade officer from SIDO Kigoma office was invited to collaborate with KDC trade officer. Trainers were selected based on their professions’, the terms of reference prepared to guide the exercise, committed to work hard, prepared to volunteer, willingness to train other people. The Facilitator prepared the training manuals and then in collaboration with, OUT-MCED student, group management and village leaders prepared the training sessions. 

The first session was to conduct 3 days training on honey straining and filtering by using settling tank method to 40 beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group which were successfully conducted since all members attended and handouts (Appendix 8) were distributed to the participants for future reference. It was an interesting experience because members were active, fully participating and at the end they practically succeeded to strain and filter liquid honey.

Figure 4.1: Picture Showing Members Preparing Crude Honey for Processing;  







Figure 4.2: Picture Showing members processing honey by settling tanks
Source: Study Findings (2014)
	
Figure 4.3: Members filtering processed honey for storage 
Source: Study Findings (2014)

After successful filtering of liquid honey, on the same month 40 beekeepers of mama na Nyuki were subjected to one day training on best honey packaging and labelling practices. Again, all members attended and were very motive as at the end of training they managed to pack and label honey by using containers of various weight as shown at figure 4.4 below, Members were given an ample time for practicing the results from the two training. 

	
Figure 4.4: Packed and labelled processed honey in 1Kg containers
Source: Author Field Picture (2014).
On February 2014, 40 members were engaged on the 3 days training of beeswax extractions and refining by using Tanganyika beeswax extraction method and one day training on packaging and labelling of pure beeswax. Since the training was needed by the group, the training was easy as every members was eager to follow the training. At the end of training every member managed to extract and properly pack and label pure wax. It is at this point of exercise where by members proved and realized practically that through selling crude honey for sure they were losing a lot of income. Mrs Agnes Barabara was heard saying that ‘Thanks for this project as it has opened our eyes towards improving our income through honey and beeswax processing’. Mrs. Lilagendwana was quoted saying that ‘I’m going to start up a local brew making from honey as on the process of beeswax extraction there are sweet juices, this will certainly increase my income’.

	
Figure 4.5: Members washing empty combs for boiling
Source: Author Field Picture (2014)
	
Figure 4.6: Members steering boiled comb with water for wax extraction 




Figure 4.7: Extracted honey juice and beeswax ready for selling 
Source: Author, field picture (2014).

After this training, 40 Mama na Nyuki group members were engaged on general aspects of honey and beeswax quality and safety improvement and maintenance. This activity was done on March 2014.  Members learned aspects including things to avoid for maintaining quality honey and beeswax, simple techniques for identifying quality honey and beeswax; quality honey and beeswax handling and storage were trained. At the end of training, all members realized the way they were not taking care on quality issues and promised to practice the skills.
	
Figure 4.8: Packed qualitied Beeswax and Honey 
Source: Author, Field picture 2014.


After the group was trained on processing, packaging and quality aspects, Community, Trade and Marketing officers were invited to train on how to develop a group business plan (GBP). Members were narrated on the importance of having a GBP as it shows their vision, mission, objectives, activities and strategies on how to meet their objective, it was insisted that GBP is a selling object of the group. Through training the group successfully formulated their business plan been incorporated with all important aspects. This activity was implemented on April 2014.
 
In order to ensure the efficiency and effectiveness of the group, on May and June 2014 members were introduced and trained on how they can best advertise and promote their products for easy market access. Various simple and cheap methods were insisted including use of best labelling, local community radio, brochures and establishing selling points at areas with high population like village shopping centres and bus stand where a lot of passengers pass. However, training on creativity and innovation was done where by facilitators emphasised that, a good economic group has to follow and learn various entrepreneurs’ skills. These skills would enable the group to be creative and innovative on various elements such as marketing competitive strategies, different attractive product presentation, improvement and development also adding new product line. Through all these training members were interesting and very cooperative on following and practically implementing the training and promised to sustainable practice what they have already learnt as their aim is to increase income from bee product for better livelihoods’. 


Figure 4.9: Beeswax, packed Honey and Candles made as new product line; Source: Author, field picture 2014

Resources planned to be used for training were all available and were utilized effectively, resources included stationaries, fuel, packaging containers, labels, water and time. Since training was based on both theory and practical, set objectives were met as processed honey and bees wax been packed and labelled with good quality was on the market, developed business plan was available and group was practicing innovations for example making local brew from honey juices as figure 4.10 shows. However, this could be well reflected as the impact contribution of the project which will be seen after conducting monitoring and evaluation of the project.


Figure 4.10: Local Honey blew at the market for sell
Source: Author, Field picture 2014.

At the end of the training, participants were given handouts and also were told that, in a following months a team of evaluators will make follow up to their work place to assess the adoption and practice of the imparted skills done by the project. However, on the same duration mentoring and coaching will be done in order to strengthen the group. 

4.3.2 Training Methodology
The training method used included lecturing, group discussions, presentations, on site practical and also market field observations and feedback on how bee products are presented on the market in their village and nearby township area of Kifura and Kibondo. The lectures were conducted using Flip charts and power point presentation which they said it is easier since they are just using the already prepared handouts and see some examples of processed honey and beeswax products. All training reports were prepared jointly between group leaders, trainers and OUT-MCED students who were available at any planned session, Reports were handled to the group management committee and general meeting for reference and further actions. Prepared training manuals were used for training. By the time this report was compiled, monitoring of members knowledge was going on whereby monthly performance reports were being compiled. It was agreed that, the first evaluation exercise was conducted in June, 2014. 

4.3.3 Project Implementation Ghantt Chart
This project took one year to be accomplished by conducting training, mentoring and coaching support to existing members. However, training for new joining members and monitoring of performance of members’ knowledge will have to continue. By the time the Facilitator was leaving already all basic planned activities has been accomplished. 

4.4 Chapter Conclusion
The findings and actual implementation of the project have shown that, members of Mama na Nyuki group are traditional beekeepers being using built experience on methods used to practice beekeeping. This is one of the key strengths of this project since what has been done was direct training, mentoring and coaching on value addition of their existing bee products and thus, being receiving formal education skills would had good on improving members’ performance. This is true also on monitoring and evaluation since people have been monitoring and evaluating their activities for quite some time, what they were missing was the formal knowledge in doing these exercises. 
















5.0 PROJECT PARTICIPATORY MONITORING, EVALUATION AND SUSTAINABILITY
5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the participatory monitoring plan and how participatory monitoring and evaluation were conducted and methods that were used in the whole process of project implementation. It also described the performance indicators and monitoring information system used in the project. Whereas at the end of the chapter sustainability strategies has been described. Briefly this chapter explained the monitoring and evaluation of the expected results from the planned activities of the project by focusing on routinely gathering of information needed to keep the project on schedule and evaluate the project success.

5.2 Participatory Monitoring
According to Aubel, (2004) Participatory Monitoring is the systematic recording and periodic analysis of information that has been chosen and recorded by project insiders with the help of project outsiders. It is conducted regularly to access the project progress in line with planned activities and keep the project on schedule CEDPA, (1994). Therefore, monitoring is a continuous    process of collecting and analyzing information in order to compare how well a project is being implemented against expected results. It aims at providing the target community and other stakeholders with regular feedback and early indications of progress or lack thereof; in the achievement of intended results. It generally involves collecting and analyzing data on implementation process, strategies and results, and recommending corrective measures. 

The main purpose of participatory monitoring was to provide information during the life time of the beekeeping project at Busunzu village, so that adjustments and/or modifications could be made if necessary. Participatory Monitoring also identified challenges facing the project for example, in this project it has been realized that, availability of packaging containers was a bit difficult as they have to be ordered from Arusha. However, the team advised group members to ask trader to order packaging containers so as members could get them from village shops. This advice was considered and succeeded.

5.2.1 Monitoring Information System
Information and monitoring system for any project is quite helpful for effective planning, prioritizing interventions, and assessment of local resources, efficient investments, and accountability. Relevant project information that is systematically and periodically collected can enable effective implementation of policies, inform decision making, and guide management. Various mechanisms were employed in order to provide information on monitoring system. The systems enabled actual visualization of activities which were taking place and accounted for the implementation of the project. Site visiting enabled focus group discussion, individual interviews and group meetings of which monitoring information needed to keep the project in line were collected. 

During community meetings attendances were taken and normally leaders and participants were recording their names in every meetings or during consultations. This was also done during trainings. However, records of the minutes and any other report of the meetings were taken by secretary just for references.  Monitoring and follow up on agreed activities was made by the group leaders and the author. These were the ones to deliver information to the women group to remind them on the monitoring schedule, trainings or meetings to be conducted. The author and group leaders made arrangement of the monitoring prior to the schedule. These included communicating with the village leaders, facilitators and other stakeholders. Again, the monitoring information system were generated and agreed by Mama na Nyuki group members. 

5.2.2 Participatory monitoring methods used to engage community 
Monitoring methods applied to this project ensures stakeholders participation in visualization of the project progress in all stages from design to implementation process. They ensured continuous processes of collecting and analyzing information in order to compare how well a project was being implemented against expected results. The methods applied in participatory monitoring included PRA and Beneficiary assessment i.e. self-assessment method.

These methods were used because of their power to mixed and match together for any one piece of participatory work and the end result bring a customized mixture of these participatory packages. PRA is one of many labels of the approaches which provide information about rural communities and rural people’s livelihoods, and with addressing social as well as physical conditions and the community level. It provides chance for the community to communicate with project staff and decision makers on their own terms. 
The visual techniques developed by the community members themselves during locally led analyses, is the trademark of the PRA work. Beneficiary Assessment makes use of the verbal techniques to facilitate a dialogue with local people.   However, all of these methods enabled and brought about physical observation, site visiting, focus group discussion and individual interviews.

5.2.3 Participatory Monitoring Plan
The participatory monitoring plan was put in place (Appendix 7) in order to ensure that monitoring activities are done as agreed. The plan consisted of Project objectives, Monitoring objectives, planned activities, Attributes to monitor, Budget and Time line. 

5.3 Participatory Evaluation
Participatory Evaluation is the systematic and objective assessment of an ongoing or completed project program; its design, implementation and the results obtained by the stakeholders of the project or program, Aubel (2004). According to CEDPA, 1994; Evaluation is the process of gathering and analyzing information to determine whether the project is carrying out its planned activities and also assessing the extent to which the project is achieving its stated objectives through the planned activities. Therefore, evaluation determines the relevance and fulfilment of the objectives, efficiency, effectiveness, outcome, impact and sustainability. It should provide information that is credible and useful, enabling incorporation of lessons learned into the decision making process of recipients, implementers and donors. 

The purpose of this evaluation was to see whether the objectives has been achieved in relation to planned activities performed by Mama na Nyuki group of Busunzu village, to find out the efficiency and effectiveness of the project; assessing its impact to community development and also analyzing its sustainability as a result of the experience and the work which has been done so far.  Two types of evaluation were applied here. These are formative and summative evaluation systems. 

Formative evaluation is a technique in instructional design to survey ongoing projects during their construction to implement improvements. It is also referred as an evolution conducted during the operation of a project, generally for the purpose of providing immediate feedback to the grantee about the status of project activities and so that project revisions may be made. Summative evaluation is a method of judging the worth-fullness of the program at the end of the program activities. Generally, summative evaluation is done at the end of project intervention and is focus on the outcomes of the project. Participatory evaluation was scheduled to be done early July 2014.

5.3.1 Performance Indicators
CEDPA 1994, defines indicators as the quantitative or qualitative criteria for success that enable one to measure or asses the achievement of project objectives. However, indicators are specific, observable and measurable characteristics of change that shows the progress a program is making towards achieving a specified outcome. Performance indicators defines the data to be collected to measures progress and are thus an indispensable tool for decision making. 

Indicators to measures the objectives of this project were designed by the stakeholders including women groups who are the project beneficiaries. These indicators were designed in such a way that they measures the input, output and the impact of the project to the community development as indicated below in the logical framework table.

Table 5.1: Logical Framework

Goal	Performance Indicators	Mean of verification	Assumptions
To increase beekeepers income through improved processing and packaging of qualitied honey and beeswax in Busunzu village of Kibondo District	At least 50% increase of an income	Group reportsProject reportsField survey	-Bee products continue to secure favourable prices in local and regional markets-National policies continue to support community social-economic initiatives
Objectives	Performance Indicators	Mean of verification	Assumptions
Enhance training on honey processing and packaging to 40 Beekeepers of Mama na Nyuki group by June 2014.	Number of women members adopting processing and packaging honey	-Beekeepers group records-Processing centre report-District reports	-Beekeepers are willing to see beekeeping as business-Processing equipment’s are available at the market
	Processed and packed honey on the market	-Sales group records -Market product survey	Customers are willing to buy processed honey
Training on beeswax processing and packaging to 40 Beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group enhanced by June 2014.	Number of women members adopting processing and packaging beeswax	-Beekeepers group records-Processing centre report-District reports	-Beekeepers are willing to see beekeeping as business-Processing equipment’s are available at the market
	Processed and packed beeswax on the market	-Sales group records -Market product survey	Beeswax market continues to be stable
Skills and knowledge on quality improvement of processed honey and beeswax to 40 beekeepers of Mama na Nyuki group enhanced by June 2014  	Number of beekeepers implementing quality control practices	-District report-Group quality control unit report-Market product sales survey	-Beekeepers are willing to see beekeeping as business-Customers choice focuses on improved quality
Enhance capacity skills and knowledge on business and market access of processed honey and beeswax to 40 beekeepers of Mama na Nyuki group by June 2014.	-Increase in production marketed	-Group reports-District reports	-Beekeepers are willing to see beekeeping as business
	-Product diversification	-Group reports-District report	-Beekeepers are willing to see beekeeping as business-Market preferences remain stable
Source: Study findings 2014.


5.3.2 Participatory Evaluation Methods
The participatory approach to evaluation is aimed at promoting action and community level change. It tends to overlap more with qualitative than with quantitative methods. It ensure that the perspectives and insights to all stakeholders, beneficiaries as well as project implementers are taken into consideration. Women group’s members, MCED student and other stakeholders were responsible for collecting and analyzing the information and generating recommendations for change. In this case, method used was beneficiary assessment (BA).

Beneficiary assessment helped to gain insights into the perceptions of beneficiaries regarding the project implementations, marketability and profitability they get from the beekeeping project. Beneficiary’s assessment used semi-structured individuals interview, focus group discussion and participant observation in order to collect descriptive and detailed information on individual cases. Discussion were held with Village governments, group members, District officials and Facilitators. Group discussion were held and 10 individual household survey were done.
5.2.3 Project Evaluation Summary
The overall goal of the project was to increase beekeepers income through improved processing and packaging of bee products in Busunzu village of Kibondo District. The basic key issues captured during evaluation was:
i.	Relevance: Is the project in line with Tanzanian Policy and does it address the needs of target beneficiaries?
ii.	Efficiency: Was the project run efficiently?
iii.	Effectiveness: Has beekeepers income increased and bee products improved?
iv.	Sustainability: Are activities continuing after the projects ends?
v.	Impact: What impact does the project have on the beneficiaries?

Discussions revealed that, the project is very relevant for the beneficiaries and fits in the Tanzania policy to reduce poverty levels. The project is efficient as project costs can be calculated in a pay- back period less than 18 months. The project is effective in increasing beekeepers income, figures shows higher prices of processed honey (Tsh. 6,000-7,000 per 1kg of processed honey and 7,000 per 1Kg of beeswax), meaning that beekeepers accrued Tsh. 108,800-125,600 from one bucket sold Tsh 35,000-40,000 before interventions. 

However, improved bee products such as liquid refined honey, honey juices, beeswax candles and processed beeswax are available at the market. The project is sustainable as beekeeping and market of bee products still continues in the absence of the project. A positive impact can be seen on spending money patterns in the villages; more money is available for education, clothing, house repairs and food. Table 5.2 below expresses the evaluation summary.
Table 5.2: Project Evaluation Summary
Goal	Performance Indicators	Expected outcomes	Actual outcomes
To increase beekeepers income through improved processing and packaging of qualitied honey and beeswax in Busunzu village of Kibondo District	At least 50% increase of an income	50% increase of income	75% increase of income
Objectives	Performance Indicators	Expected outcomes	Actual outcomes
Enhance training on honey processing and packaging to 40 Beekeepers of Mama na Nyuki group by June 2014.	Number of women members adopting processing and packaging honey	40 beekeepers	37 Beekeepers
	Processed and packed honey on the market	At least 50% of produce is processed and marketed	>50% of produce is processed and marketed
Training on beeswax processing and packaging to 40 Beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group enhanced by June 2014.	Number of women members adopting processing and packaging beeswax	40 beekeepers	37 Beekeepers 
	Processed and packed beeswax on the market	At least 50% of produce is processed and marketed	>50% of produce is processed and marketed
Skills and knowledge on quality improvement of processed honey and beeswax to 40 beekeepers of Mama na Nyuki group enhanced by June 2014  	Number of beekeepers implementing quality control practices	40 beekeepers	37 Beekeepers 
Enhance capacity skills and knowledge on business and market access of processed honey and beeswax to 40 beekeepers of Mama na Nyuki group by June 2014.	-Increase in production marketed	At least 75% of processed sold	100% of processed sold
	-Product diversification	Candles, honey wine, body jelly made	Candles, honey brew and little body jelly made
Source: Study Findings, 2014.
5.3 Project Sustainability
Project sustainability is a major challenge in many of the projects established in the community. Large number of projects implemented at huge costs often tend to experience difficulties with sustainability as a results it discourage donors and external agencies to support other projects to local community.  Several factors are responsible for poor sustainability.  Some are simple, some area complex. Some are within the control of the project management, while other come as external threats. Sometimes poor sustainability can be tracked and taken care of at the design stage of a project, while other can be tracked and corrected during implementation, through monitoring. It is therefore important that the factors that affect sustainability are well focused.

Khan, (2013) define project sustainability as the percentage of project initiated goods and services  that are still being delivered and maintained after years of termination of implementation of the project; the continuation of local action stimulated by the project and generation of successor services and initiatives as a results of project built initiatives.  This definition implies that sustainability concern itself with level of continuation of delivery of project goods and services, changes stimulated or caused by the project and any new initiatives caused by the project. 

In another context, World Bank defines project sustainability as to be the ability of a project to maintain an acceptable level of benefits flows through its economic life. Dr. Adil Khan, who is a Senior Advisor in Monitoring and Evaluation of UNDP projects narrate the dimensions to project sustainability as follows: 
i.	Logistic dimension; There should be a continued operation and maintenance of the project facilities. This will be accomplished if the project received necessary support (both budgetary and institutional) to enable the local community to maintain required level of facilities. For example, if the donors donate a machine, then the local community should be capacitated to ensure that they are able to do maintenance, operate and administer such a facility.
ii.	Economic dimension; There should be a continued flow of net benefit especially for economic sector projects. All the cost and benefits under varying conditions should be weighted properly and the project should guarantee an acceptable level of financial and economic returns. It is the factor of project viability through good supervision that will results into financial and economic return.
iii.	Community dimension; There should be a continued community participation into the project. Community participation is crucial for stimulating new actions as well as for the cost recovery.
iv.	Equity dimension; that is there should be equitable sharing and distribution of project benefits on a continuous basis. 
v.	Institutional dimension; There should be an administration and management support for the project operations to continue during the life time of the project. 
vi.	Environmental dimension; that is maintenance of environmental stability. The project should consider the environmental implications so that negative impacts on environment are either avoided or mitigated during the life time of the project. 
The relevance of the beekeeping project established by Mama na Nyuki beekeeping group at Busunzu village has purposely link the project objectives and the priorities set by the government in MKUKUTA document. This project has the ability of attracting required support from various stakeholders or development partners and it has the capacity to operate by its own in a conducive environment.

The community need assessment showed that women do not have an income generating activities which are of meaningful. Any sustainable project in Busunzu village community and which is based into women should have to compromise with other daily activities of women, it should allow women to perform other domestic activities including cooking, fetching water, rearing babies’ and firewood collections. So specific to Busunzu village community, women were also performing such tasks which take a lot of their time. So engaging them in a project which is time consuming might negatively affect their daily activities and so threaten the project sustainability. Beekeeping project provided women an ample time to do other activities which are of community benefits that is why it was accepted during CNA. 

Under the projection of five years plan, the beekeeping project is expected to be economically viable. Currently there is a great need of the bee products in the Kibondo and surrounding area. The price market of honey bees in the market currently is at the average Tsh. 6,500 /- per Kilogram equals to Tsh. 117,200/- per bucket that was sold at Tsh. 40,000/- before intervention. Still it is expected the price to be stable for a quite long because customers are used to the products and producers will maintain the quality of the products. Having management which is stable is also an added advantage of the women group. Later this leadership should control the price and quality of the bee product in the market. The skills these groups have attained during training are expected to be utilized in implementing the project and maintaining it. 

There is a natural forests within the village of which the women groups are expected to hang the beehives, after having permission from the village executive officers. Some of them can just hang the beehive in their homestead, to make a closer supervision. Therefore, this project is environmentally friendly as areas with beehives will be conserved and controlled from forest and bush fire, tree cutting, charcoal burning while bees will continue to pollinate the trees resulting to Mult- Regrowth and regeneration of forest. Minor worry can be raised when these women go for extracting honey as they have been incorporated in the preparation of forest management plan and its by-laws. 

Implementation and monitoring strategies are SMART. Groups have been strengthened, CNA have been done in collaborative way and trainings conducted. Busunzu beekeeping Women groups have their own management and they started by making donation of one bucket of crude honey to the group fund. Profit accrued have enabled them to increase bee hives and crude honey for processing.  Post implementation operation and maintenance of the project will be taken care by the Busunzu beekeeping women group leaders under the supervision of village and District government together with the author at some point. 
Generally, the sustainability analysis of this project is summarized as follows:
i.	The economic benefit of the intervention included increase in income of women beekeepers, traders and the community in general. As they are based mainly on investments in value adding and improvement of existing production systems they can be expected to continue to be realized after the project ends
ii.	Institutional benefits run no risk of getting lost after project ends. To increase the chance of continued functioning of the supported beekeepers; marketing organizations and Beekeeping extension services, structural measures have been taken into consideration to ensure that: Knowledge and experience is transferred to others and there is sufficient financial means from the profit to operate.
iii.	Environment benefits generated by the projects (conservation of natural resources, Bee resources and biodiversity) are highly observed to be maintained based on principles of wise-use of natural resources and community-based resources management planning.

5.4 Chapter Conclusion




6.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
6.1 Introduction
This chapter summarizes the whole research process and finally it provides major conclusions from the results of the study and gives recommendations based on the findings. The presentation of the conclusion mainly answered the research questions. Specifically this section will include findings from the participatory assessment, literature review, project implementation, monitoring and evaluation, sustainability issues and lastly there will be recommendations.

6.2 Conclusion
The project of Development and Improvement of Processing and Packaging of bee products (Specifically honey and beeswax) that has been formulated and implemented by Mama na Nyuki group of Busunzu village was the result of findings from the participatory community needs assessment (CNA) conducted. CNA revealed that 80% of respondents agreed that beekeeping is an important income generating activity to them and 20% agreed that Beekeeping is an important source of food activity. They all agreed that their critical needs is on how to improve beekeeping especially bee products (Honey and beeswax) so that they can earn more income. 

70% of respondents said their needs is to develop and improve bee products by processing where as 30% respondents revealed that, their needs is to develop and improve packaging of bee products.  Quick return, low investment required, increase quantity, improved quality, produce value additional and increasing of earning are some of reasons mentioned by respondents for them to priotize skills on processing and packaging of bee products. 

During problem identification, it was revealed that lack of training to members on processing and packaging of honey has resulted into selling crude honey. Selling unprocessed honey has a lot of disadvantages to beekeepers, among of disadvantages includes loss of income due fact that tri-products are sold together. These products include liquid honey, honey juice and beeswax. Lack of skills on honey processing including entrepreneurship knowledges is among of the contributing factor towards selling crude honey. Kibondo Beekeeping Department (2013) pointed clearly that, on selling one bucket of crude honey (28kgs) a beekeeper gets Tsh. 35,000-40,000/-, if processing could be done then beekeepers gains Tsh. 72,000/-, 8,000/- and 5,000/- from 12kgs of liquid honey, 1kg of beeswax and 1 bucket of honey juice respectively making a total of Tsh. 85,000/- from the same single bucket. Therefore, this project was formulated and implemented basing on the problem identified by the community of Mama na Nyuki group.

Various literature were reviewed with the aim of understanding project relevant, practicability and how various authors knows about beekeeping and its improvement.  Theoretical literature that provided definitions of concepts and ideas given by different authors as regards to Beekeeping and processing of bee products specifically honey and bees wax was reviewed. Empirical literature that presented experience on previous studies related was detailed analysed and policy literature that analyses a number of policies related to interventions effective on value addition of bee products by processing honey and bees wax was reviewed as well. During literature review, various authors depicted that, beekeeping is an economic, socio and environmental activity that also conserve natural resources and biodiversity in general. 

Various institutions such as BTC Tanzania and Word Vision Tanzania has managed to introduce some of the beekeeping projects with an objective of improving beekeeping performance for better livelihoods on 2007 and 2011 respectively. Again, it was noted that the project is in line with various national and international organizations policies that identifies beekeeping as crucial activity for creating better livelihoods’, poverty alleviation, natural resources and biodiversity conservation. For example; Tanzania has a specific Beekeeping policy established on 1998.

The project was implemented in participatory approach between Members of Mama na Nyuki group, Author and other stakeholders including TFS, SIDO and District officials. The planned activities with respect to set objectives were implemented as arranged though some date re-rearrangement was done following disturbance of rain and other important community events such as Village assembly and preparation on National Independent Torch visit. The goal, objectives and activities did not change throughout project implementation period.

To ensure project goal and objectives are met, the participatory monitoring systems were put in place. The participatory monitoring aimed to ensure activities are implemented in line and set performance indicators are noted and achieved. The participatory monitoring that was being carried on, expressed that project activities were implemented in line with time and performance indicators were achieved. It was noted more that, some of women members attended partially to some trainings due to various reasons such as being pregnancy, husband interference and being sick. 

The participatory evaluation conducted revealed that, project is effective in increasing beekeepers income, figures showed an increase of 75% income. However, improved bee products such as liquid refined honey, local honey wine and processed beeswax are available at the market. The project is sustainable as beekeeping and market of bee products will continue in the absence of the project and also it’s economically based. A positive impact can be seen on spending money patterns in the villages; more money is available for education, clothing, house repairs and food.

6.3 Recommendations
This part provides some specific strategic recommendations for public and private sectors, other specific groups and development partners based on the opportunities and experiences observed during implementation of this project. These recommendations will ensure that all stake holders are actively involved on rural community development and provide a frame work for coordination and collaboration that will enable the community to move from unsustainable to sustainable development aspects.

Community members should be highly involved during identification of their needs. This situation of involvement will lead various stakeholders to deal with exact community needs and in turn improve their living standard on sustainable manner. A tendency of various stakeholders to identify needs on behalf of the community should be avoided as it might lead to wastage of resources especially when tackling of such guessed needs is underway.

Project especially for improving community livelihoods should be formulated, designed and implemented basing on the specific elements analysis on participatory basis. These specific elements analysis include both situational, policy, financial, institutional, sustainability and risk analysis. Many projects do fail because some of key analyses are either missed or partially carried out during the project formulation stage.   

Community groups should be enhanced with knowledge about how to start Village Community Banks (VICOBA) and at later stage when the groups are ready, should form SACCOSS. This situation will ensure sustainable economic viability of groups and her members during project implementation. Time to time contribution basing on the want event could be avoided by using these rural financial institutions. 

It is recommended to work only with beekeepers/groups that show interest and are motivated in developing beekeeping as an economic entity. This will ensure effective participation and implementation of designed project activities instead of bringing new villagers into beekeeping.

Participatory Monitoring and Evaluations systems that are implementable should be put in place for ensuring proper implementation and result achievement of a community group. Monitoring helps to assess the progress of the project on the ground and support the management in planning. Evaluation aims to assess the impact and effects the project has made on its direct beneficiaries and their environment. As best practices; Project implementers on beekeeping or other groups should ensure transfer of knowledge among the members. It is therefore recommended that, 2-3 group members that have the capacity to train their fellow should be trained. However, in order to make sure really interested members join the training, a small contribution (cash or in kind) can be asked from them. This has a positive elements on project sustainability.

Local Authority should employ enough beekeeping extension officers and other related officers for coaching, mentoring and training groups. The officers could be stationed at ward level for easy accessibility. This phenomena will ensure even marginalised groups are reached with extensions.

Community groups especially that of women are strongly active with their family improved livelihoods. However, they lack some capital and skills for developing their activities. It is recommended that, various financial institution and District women and youth fund to concentrate their loans to these groups with clear agreed terms. Grants provision should be avoided as a payment pinch cannot be felt and funds could be miss used. Facilities and equipment’s loan is much recommended. It is important to note that women contribution to community development issues in many societies is under exploited. 

When attending women in any society, one has to take care of the cultural factors as one of the obstacles which may hinder the success of the project which is targeted to women. And to be in a safe side of implementation, one should consider a project which will not jeopardize the cultural role of the women in serving their community especially children, elders and sick people, among other roles. Therefore, beekeeping projects are among of the best interventions that observes women cultural factors as it provides ample time for doing other family duties as mentioned. 
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Appendix 1: Questionnaire for collecting information from Beekeepers
This questionnaire is designed so as to collect information from selected members of Mama na Nyuki beekeeping group in Busunzu village.

The aim of collecting these information is to understand the community needs on beekeeping skills that should be put into action in order to quick improve the beekeeping economic activity, so as beekeepers could increase their income to considerably amount for improving their livelihoods and tap other beekeeping benefits.  

Questionnaire lay out;
Respondent no… Sex…………Age……………Head of family…NO…..YES……
1.	Are you a beekeeper? Yes………. No………(If no go to Q 12 & 13)




iv.	No other activity to do






4.	What type of equipment  and tools do you use
1…………………2………………………3………………4…………………
5.	These equipment and tools mentioned above are 1. Modern……….. 2. Traditions………
6.	What skills do you apply when undertaking beekeeping activities (Choose) 1.Indiginous skills 2.Tradition skills 3.Modern skills 
4. Others (Specify)…………………………………………
7.	Have you been imparted by modern skills so as to improve beekeeping practices YES/NO
8.	If YES, Mention such skills……………………………………………………
9.	What other skills do you need to be imparted with, so as to improve beekeeping for improving you income earning? ...............................................
10.	Among of mentioned needed skills to be imparted to you, what do you think should be the first to be opted and put into action? ..........................................
Give reason for your selection; 1.Quick return 2. Simple to understand 3.Low investment required 4.Increase quantity 5. Improve quality 6. Add value 7. Increase earning
Others (Specify) ………………………………………………………………
11.	Are you ready to collaborate and implement your option? YES / NO; Why?
12.	What other general comment do you have concerning improvement of beekeeping? ......
13.	If no on Q 1 Above, Why? 1. Very difficult 2. Less advantage 3. Very costly on investment 4. No nothing about 5.Not your favorite
14.	What is your general comments ………………………………………………
Appendix 2: Mama na Nyuki Group Registration Certificate

Appendix 3: Check List for Focus Group Discussion and Key Informative
Type of group/Respondent;
1.	Beekeepers group 2.Village Government 3.Village natural resources committee 4. Any expert










3.	What type of skills and equipments are being applied by beekeepers in your village?
i.	Skills……………………………………………………………………
ii.	Equipment’s…………………………………………………………….
4.	What skills do you think is needed to improve beekeeping so as beekeepers could increase their income compared to now? ......................................................
5.	On your opinion what should be adopted first and put into action? ......................
6.	What are reasons for your opinion on Q5 above……………………………..….
7.	Do you think beekeepers are ready to adopt your opinion………………………
Give reasons…………………………………………………………………



























APPENDIX 5: Project Implementation Plan
Objectives	Planned activities	Responsible person	Resources	Time frame (Project months)
Enhance training on honey processing and packaging to 40 Beekeepers of Mama na Nyuki group by June 2014.	To conduct 3 days training on honey straining and filtering by using settling tank method to 40 beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group by June 2014	-MCED-student-Beekeeping Officers-Group members	-Stationaries-Transport-Crude honey-Straining equipment’s-Time	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	9	10	11	12
	To conduct one day training on best honey packaging and labelling practices to 40 beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group by June 2014	-MCED-student-Beekeeping Officers-Group members	-Stationaries-Strained honey-Labels-Packaging equipment’s-Time												
Training on beeswax processing and packaging to 40 Beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group enhanced by June 2014.	To conduct 3 days training on beeswax extractions and refining by using Tanganyika beeswax extraction method to 40 beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group by June 2014	-MCED-student-Beekeeping Officers-Group members	-Stationaries-Transport-Empty combs-Extractions equipment’s-Time												
	To conduct one day training on best beeswax packaging and labelling practices to 40 beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group by June 2014	-MCED-student-Beekeeping Officers-Group members	-Stationaries-Pure wax-Labels-Packaging equipment’s-Time												
Skills and knowledge on quality improvement of processed honey and beeswax to 40 beekeepers of Mama na Nyuki group enhanced by June 2014  	To conduct one day training on quality honey and beeswax properties to 40 beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group by June 2014	-MCED-student-Beekeeping Officers-Group members	-Stationaries-Pure wax-Pure honey-TransportRefractrometre-Time												
	To conduct two days training on things to avoid for maintaining quality honey and beeswax to 40 beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group by June 2014	-MCED-student-Beekeeping Officers-Group members	-Stationaries-Time-Transport												
	To conduct two days training on simple technics for identifying quality honey and beeswax to 40 beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group by June 2014	-MCED-student-Beekeeping Officers-Group members	-Stationaries-Time-Transport-Pure honey-Pure wax-Materials												
	To conduct one day training on quality honey and beeswax handling and storage to 40 beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group by June 2014	-MCED-student-Beekeeping Officers-Group members	-Stationaries-Transport-Packaging containers-Time												
Enhance capacity skills and knowledge on business and market access of processed honey and beeswax to 40 beekeepers of Mama na Nyuki group by June 2014.	To conduct five days training on formulation of group business plan to 40 beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group by June 2014	-MCED student-Trade officer-Community development officer-Group members	-Stationaries-Transport-Time												
	To conduct five days training on honey and beeswax products promotion and advertising for market access to 40 beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group by June 2014	-MCED student-Trade officer-Group members	-Stationaries-Transport-Time												
	To conduct five days training on business innovations and creativity to 40 beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group by June 2014	-MCED student-Trade officer-Group members	-Stationaries-Transport-Time												
Project activities monitored and supervised for achieving objectives	To conduct monitoring and supervision of project activities for 5 days each month.	-MCED student-Stakeholders-Group members	-Stationaries-Transport-Time												




APPENDIX 6: The project budget
Objectives	Outputs	Activities	Resources/Input	Quantity	Unit price	Total
Enhance training on honey processing and packaging to 40 Beekeepers of Mama na Nyuki group by June 2014.	Honey processing and packaging training manual developed40 beekeepers trained on quality honey processing and packaging skillsProcessed and packed honey for selling	To conduct 3 days training on honey straining and filtering by using settling tank method to 40 beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group by June 2014	Training manualSettling tanksBucketsFiltersVenue- daysStationaries-setFuel-litresProjector-daysFare-2 staffsSub total	110105313032	100,000/-15,000/-5,000/-5,000/-15,000/-100,000/-2,000/-20,000/-30,000/-	100,000/-150,000/-50,000/-25,000/-45,000/-100,000/-60,000/-60,000/-60,000/-650,000/-
		To conduct one day training on best honey packaging and labelling practices to 40 beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group by June 2014	Training manualPackaging equiptLabelsVenue – dayFare- 2staffsSub total	140040012	100,000/-500/-200/-15,000/-10,000/-	100,000/-200,000/-80,000/-15,000/-20,000/-415,000/-
Training on beeswax processing and packaging to 40 Beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group enhanced by June 2014.	Beeswax processing and packaging training manual developed40 beekeepers trained on quality beeswax processing and packaging skillsProcessed and packed beeswax for selling	To conduct 3 days training on beeswax extractions and refining by using Tanganyika beeswax extraction method to 40 beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group by June 2014	Training manualExtraction equipment’s-setFiltersVenue- daysFare-2 staffsSub total	110532	100,000/-2,000/-3,000/-15,000/-30,000/-	100,000/-20,000/-15,000/-45,000/-60,000/-240,000/-
		To conduct one day training on best beeswax packaging and labelling practices to 40 beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group by June 2014	Training manualPackaging equiptLabelsVenueFare – 2staffsSub total	1404012	100,000/-500/-200/-15,000/-10,000/-	100,000/-20,000/-8,000/-15,000/-20,000/-163,000/-
Skills and knowledge on quality improvement of processed honey and beeswax to 40 beekeepers of Mama na Nyuki group enhanced by June 2014  	Honey and beeswax quality improvement training manual developed40 beekeepers trained on honey and beeswax quality improvementQuality honey available on the market	To conduct one day training on quality honey and beeswax properties to 40 beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group by June 2014	Training manualVenue- daysStationaries-setFare-2 staffsSub total	1112	100,000/-15,000/-100,000/-10,000/-	100,000/-15,000/-100,000/-20,000/-235,000/-
		To conduct two days training on things to avoid for maintaining quality honey and beeswax to 40 beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group by June 2014	Venue- daysProjector-daysFare-2 staffsFuel-litresSub total	22210	15,000/-20,000/-20,000/-2,000/-	30,000/-40,000/-40,000/-20,000/-130,000/-
		To conduct two days training on simple technics for identifying quality honey and beeswax to 40 beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group by June 2014	Venue – daysFare – 2staffsSub total	22	15,000/-20,000/-	30,000/-40,000/-70,000/-
		To conduct one day training on quality honey and beeswax handling and storage to 40 beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group by June 2014	Venue – dayProjectorFuel - litresFare- 2 staffsSub total	1152	15,000/-20,000/-2,000/-10,000/-	15,000/-20,000/-10,000/-20,000/-65,000/-
Enhance capacity skills and knowledge on business and market access of processed honey and beeswax to 40 beekeepers of Mama na Nyuki group by June 2014.	Business and market access training manual developedGroup business plan developedProcessed honey and beeswax promoted, advertised and available on market	To conduct five days training on formulation of group business plan to 40 beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group by June 2014	Training manualVenue- daysStationaries-setFuel-litresProjector-daysFare-2 staffsSub total	1512552	100,000/-15,000/-100,000/-2,000/-20,000/-50,000/-	100,000/-75,000/-100,000/-50,000/-100,000/-100,000/-525,000/-
		To conduct five days training on honey and beeswax products promotion and advertising for market access to 40 beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group by June 2014	Training manualVenue- daysStationaries-setFuel-litresProjector-daysFare-2 staffsSub total	1512552	100,000/-15,000/-100,000/-2,000/-20,000/-50,000/-	100,000/-75,000/-100,000/-50,000/-100,000/-100,000/-525,000/-
		To conduct five days training on business innovations and creativity to 40 beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group by June 2014	Training manualVenue- daysStationaries-setFuel-litresProjector-daysFare-2 staffsSub total	1512552	100,000/-15,000/-100,000/-2,000/-20,000/-50,000/-	100,000/-75,000/-100,000/-50,000/-100,000/-100,000/-525,000/-





ANNEX 7: Participatory Monitoring Plan
Project objectives	Monitoring Objectives	Planned activities	What was monitored	Actual time	Budget (Tsh)
Enhance training on honey processing and packaging to 40 Beekeepers of Mama na Nyuki group by June 2014.	-Whether training manual was developed-Whether trainings were conducted	To conduct 3 days training on honey straining and filtering by using settling tank method to 40 beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group by June 2014	-attendance and punctuality to training- trends of training-usefulness of  the training- training methodologies- Training manual used	January 2014	100,000/-
	-Whether training was conducted	To conduct one day training on best honey packaging and labelling practices to 40 beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group by June 2014	-attendance and punctuality to training-usefulness of  the training- training methodologiesAvailable packed sample	January 2014	
Training on beeswax processing and packaging to 40 Beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group enhanced by June 2014.	-Whether training conducted-Whether training manual developed	To conduct 3 days training on beeswax extractions and refining by using Tanganyika beeswax extraction method to 40 beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group by June 2014	-Attendance, punctuality, usefulness of training-Understanding level-Training methodologies and manual used	Feb 2014	100,000/-
	-Whether training conducted	To conduct one day training on best beeswax packaging and labelling practices to 40 beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group by June 2014	-Attendance, punctuality, usefulness of training-Understanding level-Training methodologies-Available packed bees wax	Feb 2014	
Skills and knowledge on quality improvement of processed honey and beeswax to 40 beekeepers of Mama na Nyuki group enhanced by June 2014  	-Whether training done	To conduct one day training on quality honey and beeswax properties to 40 beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group by June 2014	-Attendance, punctuality, usefulness of training-Understanding level-Training methodologies	March 2014	150,000/-
	-Whether training done	To conduct two days training on things to avoid for maintaining quality honey and beeswax to 40 beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group by June 2014	-Attendance, punctuality, usefulness of training-Understanding level-Training methodologies	March 2014	
	-Whether training conducted	To conduct two days training on simple technics for identifying quality honey and beeswax to 40 beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group by June 2014	-Attendance, punctuality, usefulness of training-Understanding level-Training methodologies	March 2014	
	-Whether training done	To conduct one day training on quality honey and beeswax handling and storage to 40 beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group by June 2014	-Attendance, punctuality, usefulness of training-Understanding level-Training methodologies-Practice of honey and beeswax handling	March 2014	
Enhance capacity skills and knowledge on business and market access of processed honey and beeswax to 40 beekeepers of Mama na Nyuki group by June 2014.	-Whether training done	To conduct five days training on formulation of group business plan to 40 beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group by June 2014	Attendance, punctuality, usefulness of training-Understanding level-Training methodologies-Formulated plan	April 2014	200,000
	Whether training done	To conduct five days training on honey and beeswax products promotion and advertising for market access to 40 beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group by June 2014	Attendance, punctuality, usefulness of training-Understanding level-Training methodologies-Practice of honey and bees wax selling	April 2014	
	-Whether training done	To conduct five days training on business innovations and creativity to 40 beekeepers of mama na Nyuki group by June 2014	Attendance, punctuality, usefulness of training-Understanding level-Training methodologies-Available new products	April 2014	





APPENDIX 8: training manual on honey and beeswax processing and packaging
UCHAKATAJI WA MAZAO YA NYUKI









Mkuu wa Kitengo (W)




Muongozo huu ni kwa ajili ya kuwafundishia wafugaji na wachakataji wa mazao ya nyuki walioko katika vikundi na vyama vya ushirika mbalimbali. Lengo la muongozo huu ni kuwawezesha watumiaji kuchakata, kufungasha na kusindika mazao mbalimbali yanayotokana na mazao ya nyuki. Pia, utawawezesha wachakataji kutambua mbinu bora za kutunza ubora na usalama wa mazao ya nyuki.

MAZAO YA NYUKI NA MATUMIZI YAKE
•	Nyuki huzalisha Asali,Nta,Gundi,Chavua,Maziwa na Sumu.
ASALI
Asali ni bidhaa yenye utamu inayotengenezwa na nyuki kutokana na mbochi ya maua au mchozo wa sehemu hai za mimea au taka-mwili za wadudu wanaofyonza sehemu hai za mimea ambazo hukusanywa na nyuki, kubadilishwa na kuchanganywa na viongezo maalum vitokanao na vilivyomo katika miili ya nyuki na kuwekwa katika masega ya asali, kisha kupunguzwa kiasi cha maji kilichomo na kuiacha ikomae (na kuiva). 

 
                                           Asali bora na safi iliyochakatwa na kufungashwa
MATUMIZI YA ASALI
•	Chakula bora.Asali ina mchanganyiko wa aina mbalimbali ya vyakula(Sukari rahisi-glucose na fluctose,Vitamin,Protein,Maji,madini mbalimbali) ambavyo ukila huanza kutumika moja kwa moja ktk sehemu mbalimbali za mwili ,hivo kuongeza nguvu,kujenga mwili,kuongeza na kuimarisha kinga ya mwili.
•	Kiasi kidogo cha asali kinatosha kuongeza nguvu nyingi ktk mwili na kutosababisha madhara mengine kama yanayosababishwa na aina nyingine ya sukari na vyakula.
•	Hutumika kama dawa (Kiasili)
Asali hutibu magonjwa kama Kikohozi,Vidonda,vidonda vya tumbo,Kifua kubana,magonjwa ya ngozi,Fangas na bacteria,tumbo,presure n.k(Mengi)
•	Hutumika kama Malighafi 
Ktk kutengeneza bidhaa mbalimbali km
, Lotion, Wine, Vipodozi, vyakula, madawa, n.k 
NTA.
•	Ni zao linalotolewa na nyuki kibarua kutoka katika Matezi ya tumboni
•	Ikg ya Nta= 6-8kg za asali na akae masaa 24
Matumizi:
Hutumika kutengenezea vitu kama-Mishumaa, Vitenge vya wax, Batiki, Vipodozi, Vanish, Kiwi, Madawa. Kungarisha, sabuni n.k 

   




•	Hili ni zao la mzinga linalotokana na utomvu wa miti aina mbalimbali.  Hutumika kuzibia nyufa za mzinga pia kutengeneza vipodozi,Madawa (mf.Kikohozi,mafua,alleji,Fangus,bacteria n.k)
                                              
Chavua.
•	Nyuki hukusanya chavua kutoka kwenye maua ya mimea, Chavua ni chakula kimojawapo cha nyuki na huipatia nyuki sehemu kubwa ya “protein”.
•	Hutumika kwa chakula na kutengenezea madawa 
                                       




Maziwa ya nyuki-(royal jelly)
•	Huzalishwa na nyuki kibarua mwenye umri wa siku 5-15.Hutumika kulisha matoto na Malkia ambaye huishi kati ya miaka 3-5.
•	Yana mchanganyiko wa sukari,mafuta,maji,protini,madini,vitamin zote.
•	Ni chakula bora na hutibu asilimia kubwa ya magonjwa,kuongeza kinga,kujenga na kulinda mwili.Mf.Mzazi kutoa maziwa 
•	Gram 1=4000/- kwa soko la ulaya mwaka 2010(Kilo 1 = 4,000,000/- )

                          
                       Maziwa ya Nyuki yaliyovunwa      maziwa ya nyuki ndani ya sega

Sumu ya nyuki-Bee Venom
•	Hutolewa na nyuki pindi anapodunga.
•	Inasaidia kutibu magonjwa mbalimbali kama maumivu ya mifupa na uvimbe,huongeza kinga ya mwili n.k 
•	Mtu mwenye alleji na sumu hii inayohatarisha maisha yake asiwakaribie nyuki 

 UCHAKATAJI WA ASALI NA NTA.
UCHAKATAJI WA ASALI
Ni kitendo cha kuitenganisha asali(Kimiminika) na Masega ili ihifadhiwe na iweze kutumika kwa matumizi mbalimbali.Kanuni za Afya na ubora ni lazima zizingatiwe ili kulinda ubora wa asali. Asali ni chakula na pia zao la biashara hivyo inapaswa litayarishwe kwa usafi wa hali ya juu ili liweze kukubaliwa kwa walaji, pia kwa wanunuzi

Njia za Uchakataji wa Asali:
1.	Kutumia Mashine-Centrifuge machine-Biashara.
2.	Kutumia Kisigina Asali-Honey press








Vifaa vinavyotumika katika ukamuaji wa asali:
a) Ndoo Safi
b) Mashine ya kukamulia asali (Honey press)
c) Kitambaa cha marekani au kitambaa chochote kilicho safi
Masega yaliyokwishavunjwavunjwa huwekwa kwenye kitambaa safi, kuviringishwa na kuwekwa ndani ya mashine ili wakati wa kukandamiza ,masega yasichanganyike na asali. Mkandamizo wa mashine ya kukamulia asali hulazimisha asali ichuruzike ndani ya ndoo na kuyaaacha masega makavu. Asali inayokamuliwa hivi huwa na povu. Ni vizuri kuiacha siku mbili na halafu kuengua povu lililotanda juu ya asali. Hii inarahisisha kuchota asali kidogo
kidogo inapohitajika.Vyombo vilivyohifadhia asali vifunikwe vizuri ili nyuki au vumbi au unyevuvyevu wa anga visiingie ndani. Asali iliyokamuliwa vyema na kuhifadhiwa vizuri mahali pasafi bila kuchemshwa huwa ASALI BORA

KUTUMIA KITIRIRISHA ASALI-(Inashauriwa)
•	Unahitaji kuwa na matenki mawili ya asali. Tenki moja ambalo litakuwa na matundu kwenye kitako huwekwa juu ya tenki  lingine lenye mfuniko wenye matundu.
•	masega yenye asali huwekwa ndani ya tenki lenye chujio.
•	Kwa kuwa asali ni nzito itatiririka kupitia kwenye matundu hadi ndani ya tenki la chini.
•	Baada ya asali kumalizika kwenye masega, asali iliyoko kwenye tenki huchujwa na huwekwa kwenye chombo husika.
   





1.	Mashine ya kukamulia asali (centrifuge machine),
2.	Kifaa maalum cha kukwangua utando wa nta toka fremu za asali (decapping tool),
3.	Chujio,




•	Masanduku ya asali hufungwa pamoja kwa uangalifu mkubwa na kusafirishwa hadi chumba cha kukamulia asali 
•	Fremu za asali hupanguliwa na kuwekwa kwenye mashine ya kukamulia, kwa 3, 6, au 9 kutegemea ukubwa wa mashine,Ondoa utando mwembamba unaofunika asali 
•	Asali inayotoka kwenye mashine ya kukamulia huchujwa na kuhifadhiwa ipasavyo 





Kuchakata nta ni shughuli ya kuondoa asali na chavua kutoka kwenye masega, kisha
kusafisha masega au makapi ya masega kwa kutumia joto la moto au jua kwa ajili
ya kuondoa uchafu, udongo, nyuzinyuzi za nyumba za majana (mabuu).
•	Nta inayotokana na masega ya nyuki ni zao muhimu sana la biashara hivyo ni budi itayarishwe kwa uangalifu wa hali ya juu 
•	Njia ya Tanganyika ndiyo inayotumika sana.

Fanya yafuatayo:
•	Loweka masega kwenye maji kwa masaa 4 – 5.
•	Chemsha masega yaliyochanganywa na maji katika sufuria.
•	Koroga hadi uhakikishe masega yote yameyeyuka.
•	Kamua mchanganyiko wa masega yaliyoyeyuka na maji kwa kutumia kigunia chepesi (Hessian cloth).
•	Pokea mchanganyiko wa maji na nta katika ndoo ya plastic na uache upoe. Ni vizuri kufunika ndoo kuepuka vumbi.
•	Baada ya kupoa keki ya nta itaonekana imeganda juu ya maji. Bandua keki hiyo na kwangua uchafu chini ya keki 
•	Vunja keki hiyo katika vipande vidogo vidogo na ichanganywe na maji masafi katika ujazo sawia, halafu chemsha kwa kutumia sufuria.
•	Nta yote itakapokuwa imeyeyuka chuja mchanganyiko wa maji na nta kwa kutumia kitambaa kisafi au chujio nyingine yeyote yenye matundu madogo sana.
•	Pokea mchanganyiko wa maji – nta katika bakuli safi.
•	Acha upoe kwa masaa 12 – 24 na utakuwa umepata keki safi ya nta.

                                              




MAMBO MUHIMU YA KUZINGATIA ILI KUPATA MAZAO BORA YA    NYUKI:

1. Eneo /mimea ambapo nyuki watachukua maji matamu na chavua
Shamba la nyuki au mizinga ya nyuki inatakiwa iwekwe umbali wa kilomita 7 toka maeneo ya mashamba ya kilimo yanayonyunyiziwa viuwadudu. Viuwadudu vinaweza kuathiri kwa kiwango kikubwa ubora wa asali. Endapo nyuki watachukua mbochi kutoka mimea iliyonyunyiziwa viuadudu, asali itakayotengenezwa itakuwa na athari kwa walaji na hivyo kuathiri soko la asali.Vilevile viuwadudu hivyo vinaweza kuwadhuru nyuki wenyewe.

2. Uvunaji na usafi wa vyombo vinavyotumika kuhifadhia asali.
Ubora wa asali unaathiriwa na njia duni za uvunaji na vyombo vinavyotumika kuhifadhia asali.Mfugaji nyuki anatakiwa kuvuna asali iliyokomaa (masega yaliyosiribwa na nta) ili kupunguza ongezeko la maji kwenye asali. Vyombo vinavyotumika kuhifadhia asali vinatakiwa viwe safi pia viwe havijatumika kuwekea vitu vingine kama mafuta ya kula au mafuta ya taa n.k. Pia vyombo hivi viwe na mifuniko isiyoruhusu hewa kupita.

3. Asali kuchafuliwa na dawa na taka.
Ubora wa asali unaweza kuathiriwa kwa kiwango kikubwa kutokana na mchanganyiko wa dawa za viwandani, binadamu na wanyama, taka kama vile miguu ya nyuki, mabawa majana,majivu, chavua mchanga, vipande vya miti n.k. Suala la asali kuchafuliwa na dawa linachukuliwa kwa uzito mkubwa sana katika soko nje.

4. Kiwango cha maji kinachokubalika ndani ya asali.
Kiwango cha maji kinachokubalika ni kile kilichowekwa na nyuki wenyewe. Mara nyingi kati ya asilimia 14- 18.5. Kiwango cha juu kinachokubalika katika soko la nje la Umoja wa nchi za Ulaya ni asilimia 21 tu. Kiwango cha asali kinaweza kuathirika kwa kuongeza maji kwa makusudi kwenye asali au kuchanganya asali iliyokomaa na ile isiyokomaa. Vilevile kutumia vyombo vyenye unyevu na kuacha asali bila kufunika.


5. Kuweka asali muda mrefu bila kuwafikia walaji
Kuweka asali muda mrefu kunaathiri ubora kwa kuwa HMF (Hydroxymethylfurfural)
huongezeka. HMF ni (Aldehyde) kemikali inayotokea asali ikipata ongezeko kubwa la joto. Asali ina aina za sukari fructose na glucose pamoja na tindikali na kiasi fulani cha maji. Mchanganyiko huu ukipata joto HMF hutengenezeka. Kiwango kinachokubalika kimataifa ni 40mg/kg.

6. Kuchemsha asali




Ili kuweza kulinda afya ya mlaji na kuhakikisha uhalali wa biashara, nchi nyingi zilizoendelea ambazo hununua mazao yetu, wanaweka viwango vya kimataifa vinavyohusu asali. Lengo kubwa katika kufanya hivyo ni kuweza kutofautisha asali asilia na asali iliyochanganywa na vitu vingine kama vile sukari au asali iliyochemshwa.

Ubora wa asali hutegemea zaidi hatua alizopitia mfuga nyuki katika kuvuna, kuchuja na kuweka kwenye vyombo hadi kumfikia mlaji. Ubora hupungua kutokana na takataka katika asali, kutokana na kuwepo kwa vitu kama viungo vya nyuki, vumbi, chavua nyingi, majivu, sumu na vimeng’enya vya nyuki na maji kupita kiasi kinachokubalika.
Ili kudumisha ubora wa asali, mfuga nyuki/ msindikaji asali anatakiwa kuzingatia yafuatayo:-

(a) Kupata asali safi
(a)	Wakati wa kuvuna tumia vyombo visafi.
(b)	Vuna asali isiyo na chavua.
(c)	Vyombo vyenye asali vifunikwe wakati wote kuepuka vumbi na takataka zingine.
(d)	Inapowezekana ukamuaji ufanyike ndani ya nyumba.

(b) Kuzuia asali kuchacha
 Asali iliyochacha ni ile ambayo haijaiva au iliyopata ongezeko la maji zaidi ya yale ya kawaida, ili kuzuia hali  hii:-
(a)	Inashauriwa kuvuna asali iliyoiva peke yake, yaani asali kutoka kwenye masega yaliyozibwa na utando wa nta.
(b)	Kuepuka kutumia vyombo vyenye maji maji wakati wa kuvuna.
(c)	Asali isiwekwe sehemu yenye unyevu nyevu kwani asali ina asili ya kunyonya maji toka hewani. Asali yenye maji mengi huwa na mtiririko mkali au wa haraka ukilinganisha na asali ya kawaida.

© Kuzuia ongezeko la joto
Asali inapochemshwa sana kwanza huwa nyeusi kwa rangi, halafu hupoteza ladha yake ya asili, huwa na upungufu mkubwa wa vitamini, hali ambayo hupoteza ubora wake, licha ya  kuchemsha, ubora wa asali huweza kupungua pia kama asali itapata ongezeko la joto zaidi ya  Centigredi 27, hali ambayo yaweza kutokea kutokana na utunzaji wa katika mazingira ya nchi yetu. 
Uongezekajia wa  joto katika asali unaweza kuzuiwa au kupunguzwa kwa kuzingatia yafuatayo:-
(a)	Asali iliyovunwa isiwekwe sehemu ya uwazi juani.
(b)	Asali ipelekwe haraka kiwandani baada ya kuvunwa.
(c)	Asali ihifadhiwe katika maghala yasiyo na joto kali.
(d)	Kama ni lazima kupasha joto asali, joto lisizidi  nyzi joto 65 kwa dakika tatu tu.
(e)	Asali isichemshwe hata kidogo.

(d)  Kuzuia harufu ya moshi	
Asali inapokuwa na harufu ya moshi inapoteza ubora. Ingawaje katika uvunaji moshi hauepukiki lakini unaweza kulinda ubora wa asali kwa kuzingatia yafuatayo:
a)	usitumie moshi mwingi wakati wa kuvuna
b)	Usipulizie moshi masega yenye asali 
c)	Usitumie vitu vyenye harufu kali ndani ya bomba la moshi

Sifa za asali
Asali ina sifa zifuatazo:
	Nzito katika kumiminika (si kama maji)
	Tamu na yenye riha ya kuvutia (inategemea asali)
	Ina sifa za dawa (kama kuua bacteria utokanao na vimeng’enyo, sukari, tindikali, n.k.)
	Inafyonza unyevu unyevu kutoka kwenye hewa
	Ni tindikali (inakula zink, risasi, shaba,chuma)
	Inazeeka (hubadilika rangi,hutengeneza chenga)
	Inaharibika kiubora hasa kwenye joto zaidi ya nyuzi 30ºC (Fruktosi humeguka na kuwa HMF)
	Hukamata harufu na ladha ya vitu kama moshi na
	Inaweza ikatengeneza chenga, ikajitenga na kuchacha.

NJIA RAHISI YA KUTAMBUA ASALI YENYE KIWANGO KIZURI CHA MAJI NA ISIYOCHEMSHWA
Baadhi ya vigezo vinavyotumiwa katika kutambua ubora wa asali ni kiwango cha maji katika asali na asali kutochemshwa.Asali bora ina kiwango cha maji kisichozidi asilimia 20.
Njia rahisi ya kupima ubora wa asali ni kwa kutumia kigezo cha maji kwenye asali na asali kutochemshwa.

(i) Njia ya kuangalia mtiririko au mnyambuliko wa asali













Asali yenye kiwango kikubwa cha maji zaidi ya kilichotajwa  hapo juu hukatika kwa matone kama maji au mafuta yanavyokatika.


(ii)  Njia ya kuchovya kwa kijiti cha kiberiti na kisha kukiwasha
Chovya sehemu ya baruti ya njiti ya kiberiti kwenye asali kisha washa njiti hiyo kwenye ganda la kiberiti. 











(iii)  Njia ya kudondosha tone la asali kwenye mchanga/ vumbi
Dondosha tone la asali kwenye mchanga au vumbi.















(iv)  Kuitambua asali isiyochemshwa
Nusa au onja asali.
Endapo asali imechemshwa utahisi harufu ya moshi. Kama asali haijachemshwa utahisi riha ya maua, na asali hiyo itakuwa bora kwa kuwa virutubisho vilivyomo ndani ya asali vitakuwa havijaharibiwa.

(v) Viwango vya asali

Kigezo (kipimo)	Ulaya (2001)	Tanzania (2006)
Kiwango cha maji     %	<21	<21
Vitu visivyoyeyuka kwenye maji  %                Asali iliyoziduliwa                 Asali iliyochakatwa	<0.1<0.5	<0.1<0.5
Kiwango cha madini (Jivu)   %	<0.6	<0.6
Kiwango cha sukari   %      Sukari za awali : Fruktosi + Glukosi                                                    Sukrosi	>65<5	>65<5
Tindikali (milliequivalents / kg)	<40	<40
Namba ya dayastasi  (DN)	>3	>10





UFUNGASHAJI NA UWEKAJI LEBO KATIKA ASALI NA NTA

Ufungashaji asali hauongezi ubora wa zao lakini huongeza thamani, hivyo basi vyombo vinavyotumika katika ufungashaji wa asali ni budi viwe vya kuvutia na vyenye ubora unaotakiwa.

Vifungashio vya asali hutofautiana kulingana na mahitaji. Msindika asali wa reja reja atahitaji chupa za ujazo wa nusu kilo wakati msafirisha asali nje ya nchi atahitaji mapipa ya kilo 300. Chupa zinazotumika mara nyingi ni za plastiki au glasi. Hapa Tanzania wasindika asali hupendelea kutumia vifungashio vyenye ujazo wa robo kilo, nusu kilo, Kilo 1, kilo 7, kilo 30 kwa reja reja na kilo 300 kwa wauzaji wa jumla. 

Vifungashio vya reja reja mara nyingi vinatakiwa kuvutia na vyenye kukidhi mahitaji. Msindika asali anatakiwa kutumia vifungashio visivyovuja. Vifungashio vya asali vinatakiwa kuwa na sifa zifuatazo:
(i)	Kutokuwa na harufu ya aina yeyote na ambacho hakijatumika. 
(ii)	Visiwe vya aina ya chuma au bati kwani vitaliwa na tindikali iliopo kwenye asali
(iii)	Visiingize unyevu au kuvuja
(iv)	Viwe na shingo pana ili iwe rahisi kuondoa asali




Lebo za vifungashio vya asali vinatakiwa vivutie na maandishi yaonekane kwa uwazi. Lebo zisiwe na vitu vingi kiasi cha kumchanganya mnunuzi au mlaji.
Mambo au taarifa zifuatazo zinatakiwa zionyeshwe kwenye lebo:

(i)	Jina na anuwani  ya mfungashaji
(ii)	Uzito wa asali
(iii)	Taarifa kuhusu asali – km asali ya katani, Migunga nk.
(iv)	Tarehe ya kufungasha
(v)	Tarehe ya kuharibika (expiry date)





KUONGEZA THAMANI ZAO LA NTA NA ASALI BORA NA HALISI
Angalizo:soma na uelewe mahitaji na namna ya kutengeneza kwa makini

BODY JELLY (MAFUTA YA KUPAKA)




	Mafuta ya alizeti nusu lita
	Perfume (Gift of Zanzibar au mbadala wake) (inategemea na harufu ya manukato),kadilia kulingana na utashi wa mtu

MATENGENEZO:
	Pasua nta katika vipande vidogovidogo na weka kwenye sufuria safi na kavu.
	Yeyusha nta kwa kutumia njia ya sufuria ya nta ndani ya sufuria yenye maji yanayochemka (double boiling)
	Changanya mafuta ya alizeti
	Koroga mchanganyo huo hadi vyote vichanganyikane kabisa
	Weka manukato ili kuondoa harufu ya mafuta na nta kulingana na utashi wako
	Ipua mchanganyo huo,Subiri upoe kwa mda na mimina kwenye vyombo ulivyoandaa na funika 





Hutumika kwa ajili ya mwanga,sherehe mbalimbali,matukio mbalimbali na hutumika kuleta faraja ndani ya nyumba.Mishumaa hii ya nta ya nyuki halisi huwaka kwa muda mrefu zaidi y amara 2 ya mishumaa isiyo y anta harisi kwa kila ukubwa.

MAHITAJI:
	Nta kilo 1 au zaidi (kutegemeana na idadi ya mishumaa unayoihitaji)
	Foloma (mould)
	Utambi




	Pasua nta katika vipande vidogovidogo na weka kwenye sufuria safi na kavu.
	Yeyusha nta kwenye sufuria
	Andaa foloma kwa kupaka sabuni au asali na weka utambi katikati ya foloma kwa kufunga utambi kwenye kijiti.
	Simamisha foloma kwenye kisosi chenye mchanga au shikiza chini kwenye udongo/mchanga.
	Mimina nta iliyoyeyuka kwenye foloma. Hakikisha kwamba utambi uko katikati ya foloma.
	Acha kwa muda hadi utakapohakikisha kuwa nta imeganda vizuri kwenye foloma.
	Chomoa mishumaa taratibu kutoka kwenye foloma.
	Kwangua mchanga/udongo sehemu ya chini ya mshumaa 
	Hifadhi mishumaa yako sehemu safi na kavu tayari kwa matumizi.











4. Biodiversity improved and employment foreign exchange earnings increased through sustainable bee products-based industrial development







1. Economic contribution, employment and foreign exchange earnings increased through sustainable beekeeping-based industry development and trade of bee products

Enabling legal and regulatory framework for the sector in place


4. Sustainable supply of beekeeping products and services ensured to meet the needs at local, national and global levels







Legal and Regulatory Framework Programme


Human resources capacity building sub- programme



























2. National capacity to manage and develop the beekeeping sector in a collaborative manner enhanced

3. Enabling legal and regulatory framework for the sector in place

6. Ecosystem stability ensured by practising integrated pest management and carrying out environment impact assessments for investments inside or around Bee Reserves and apiaries

5. Biodiversity improved and employment foreign exchange earnings increased through sustainable bee products-based industrial development





1. Sustainable existence of honeybees ensured by maintaining and effectively managing adequate area of Bee Reserves

















3. New Beekeeping Act formulation process [is] completed


6. Beekeeping-sector-specific EIA and IPM guidelines developed


2. Legal framework for collection of royalties on bee products and fees for beekeeping services is strengthened and harmonised


2. Capacity to collect and process statistical data is strengthened

1. Production, processing and storage for bee products including services improved


1. Human resource capacity to manage beekeeping is strengthened

4. Guidelines and Management plans for establishment and management of bee reserves and apiaries developed


Strengthening extension services and awareness creation in beekeeping management sub- programme






1. Establishment of bee reserves and apiaries [is] incorporated in land-use planning


2. Cross-sectoral mult-resource utilization planning is initiated and coordinated for increased integration of beekeeping activities


Improvement of Quantity and Quality of Bee Products sub-programme


3 .Capacity of beekeeping extensionist’s strengthened

3. Availability and diversity of bee forage increased


4. Community participation in beekeeping promoted taking into account gender mainstreaming


4. Integrated system of multiple utilization of trees for both timber and bark hive production is promoted


5. Status and importance of bee products and beekeeping service are promoted both national and local levels


Conservation of Bee Forage sub-programme


6. Awareness of the contribution of beekeeping in poverty alleviation strengthened


5. Production, processing and storage for bee products including services improved






